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ABSTRACT
The thesis presents the results of an investigation into the behavior of semi-rigid
composite beam-to-column joints using the ATLSS Shear Connection. The ATLSS Cormection
is a self-aligning beam-to-column Type IT or "simple" connection presently under development
at the Center for Advanced Technology For Large Structural Systems (ATLSS) at Lehigh
University for use in automated building construction. By locating the ATLSS Connection
towards the lower portion of the web on a wide-flange composite girder, a semi-rigid composite
joint is established. Six semi-rigid joint assemblages with this configuration were loaded in
negative bending (reinforcing in tension). Three of the tests were performed using non-composite
steel cantilever beam specimens that simulated the three tests conducted on composite steel-
concrete cruciform specimens, each consisting of two joints. The joints tested represent interior
subassemblages of a four story unbraced prototype building frame designed for this project. The
moment-rotation behavior, maximum strength, initial and secant stiffnesses and ductility of the
semi-rigid composite joints were studied. Several conclusions are drawn and results are compared
with previous semi-rigid composite research conducted elsewhere. An application towards
unbraced frame design has been made.
-1-
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 General
The ATLSS Shear Connection is being developed at the Center for Advanced Technology
For Large Structural Systems (ATLSS) at Lehigh University for use in automated building
construction in a comprehensive research project. The ATLSS Connection is a new beam-to-
column connection in structural steel consisting of two interlocking components known as the
tenon and mortise. The tenon is a beam connected tapered piece which slides into the column
connected wedge shaped mortiseP,3,4] It is designed for use in automated construction and thus
allows for misalignment during the construction process by guiding the tenon to proper seating
once the tenon's bottom edge has engaged the mortise. Because of it's beneficial wedging action
and superior wedging features the ATLSS Connection provides excellent three-dimensional
performancePl Current research[2,6] on the ATLSS Connection is being conducted on the three-
dimensional ATLSS Connection shown in Figures 1.1 and 2.9.
The implementation of the ATLSS Connection research is through the ATLSS Integrated
Building Systems (AIBS) program which was established to coordinate the various research
projects in automated construction and connection systems. The AIBS program has incorporated
the recent developments of the Stewart Platform, a computer controlled robotic crane fixture,(5]
in the erection of steel frames. The Stewart Platform is controlled by six individual cables which
move a suspended lower 'payload' platform relative to an upper platform. It has six degrees of
freedom while maintaining excellent translational and rotational stiffness.
In this research project, the ATLSS Connection is used in a relatively new type of
construction referred to as semi-rigid composite. The ATLSS Connection is connected on the web
of a wide-flange composite girder towards the bottom flange and acts compositely with the
reinforced concrete slab as shown in Figure 1.1.
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The insets of Figures 1.3 to 1.6 give details of several semi-rigid composite
joints.[13,14,15,16.17] The joints offer moment restraint from the reinforced concrete slab and steel
bearn-to-column attachments. In essence, the top slab replaces traditional steel attachments such
as angles or plates.
Restraining action for positive and negative moments is provided through the reinforced
concrete slab and steel attachments. Positive moments are transferred by the concrete slab acting
in compression against the column flange while the steel beam connections act on both sides of
the column. The effects of initial shrinkage gaps around the column become important for
loadings causing moment reversals. In addition, resistance is often added by continuing the
concrete to the web of a wide-flange column where it acts in shear and compression. Negative
moments are transferred across the joint by the reinforcing steel.
.
Semi-rigid composite joints have been shown to have many advantages. They are less
expensive than the traditional rigid joints, but can develop a substantial amount of moment at
larger rotations, resulting in a more ductile joint suitable for use in seismic design. Construction
is made easier because no field welding is required and there are no high tolerances for fit.[14]
In addition, they offer advantages in ultimate strength design because of the easily established
ultimate strength and essentially linear behavior in the factored range of loads. An excellent
review of all known studies of semi-rigid composite joints is given in Reference [11].
The ATLSS Connection used in a semi-rigid composite configuration offers a good
alternative to moment-resisting joints with ATLSS Connections because it uses the ATLSS
Connection the way it was intended, that is with minimal erection effort.
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1.2 Objective
The objective of the research project is to study behavioral characteristics of this semi-
rigid composite joint in negative bending through tests and supporting analysis. A scaled down
ATLSS Connection as shown in Figure 1.1 was used in the experimental program.
Moment-rotation, maximum strength, initial and secant stiffnesses and ductility of the
semi-rigid composite joints are studied for each test specimen. The contribution of the ATLSS
Connection in the overall moment-rotation behavior is determined and compared to the
performance of the connections in a pilot specimen program. The pilot specimens are non-
composite steel cantilever test specimens developed to provide an initial insight into composite
specimen behavior.
An application of the joints in frame design is made in a prototype building structure.
Current building codes, standard design specifications and results of this experimental program
are used in the design study. Of particular importance is the design for horizontal shear transfer
in negative moment regions of composite beams in unbraced frames using semi-rigid composite
joints. The investigation is limited to headed steel stud shear connectors.
The ATLSS prototype structure design was intended to generally reflect the details of full
scale subassemb1ages tested at the University of Minnesota[13,14,15,16,17] as shown in Figures 1.2 to
1.6, but changes were made during the design process to simulate more realistic construction and
loading conditions. Slab thickness, reinforcement ratio and beam sizes were of particular
importance in the modeling process to make useful comparisons of the general behavior of each
connection. Non-dimensionalized connection moment-rotation curves will be compared.
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2. PROTOTYPE STRUCTURE TO TEST SPECIMEN
2.1 Introduction
In the context of this work, a prototype structure is a fictitious unbraced semi-rigid
composite building frame designed using standard codes and specifications with consideration
given in the frame analysis to connection flexibility, part of which is determined from this
experimental program. It helps draw conclusions as to what Use Groups[33l and structure aspect
ratios are achievable using semi-rigid composite construction with ATLSS Connections and
provides a basis for planning of future connection and frame tests in the continuing research and
development of this semi-rigid composite system.
In the design of an unbraced semi-rigid frame, an important contributor in frame flexibility
is the beam-to-column connections. Therefore the connection moment-rotation response must be
considered in design of the frame. However, the moment-rotation response must first be known
or made predictable through empirical or analytical equations. The effort in this chapter is aimed
towards designing an unbraced semi-rigid composite prototype structure, using a linear elastic
second-order frame analysis incorporating the moment-rotation response obtained from this
experimental program of a semi-rigid composite joint using the ATLSS 3-D Shear Connection.
This prototype is a four story, 2 x 6 bay, semi-rigid steel and concrete composite frame.
It has an aspect ratio BIH (base width to height ratio) in the 2 bay direction of .987. Figure 2.1
shows the framing plan and typical structural steel details. The square bay dimensions of 25' -8"
and story heights of 13'-0" were selected from the only full scale, 2 dimensional semi-rigid
composite frame test conducted at the University of Minnesota[13,14,15,16] in a project sponsored by
the American Institute of Steel Construction. The general parameters of this test frame are shown
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in Figure 1.2. Typical prototype subassemblage details and structural properties are given in
Figure 2.6 and Table 1, respectively.
The prototype structure was designed, analyzed and optimized for least weight using
SODA[35l in accordance with the AISC LRFD Manual[29l and the BOCA National Building Code[33l
for this geographic area (eastern Pennsylvania). Design parameters are given in Figure 2.2. A
frame design verification for a seismic event was conducted using the Equivalent Lateral Force
Procedure[34l as discussed later.
2.2 Design and Analysis
A linear connection model was developed as part of this research to incorporate
connection flexibility in an unbraced semi-rigid frame design. The model is shown in Figure
2.3(a) and is referred to as the Linear Spring Connection Model. It assumes linear elastic
moment-rotation connection behavior in the factored range of loads. This linear behavior has been
shown to be a typical characteristic of semi-rigid composite joints[14l , and is essentially confirmed
in this experimental program as well. Rigid links are provided around the connection that
supports a short linear spring at a reduced EI representing the lower bound linear connection
stiffness obtained from experimental results. The spring and girder ends will attract moment and
rotate relative to each other with a specified stiffness, namely 4EIfL, as long as the supporting
links stay rigid by deforming minimally. Otherwise, links that are more flexible will demonstrate
behavior as depicted in Figure 2.3(b). The connection stiffness can no longer be specified exactly
and the frame becomes undesirably more flexible.
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The problem reduces to finding an appropriate moment-rotation connection stiffness for
use in design of the prototype. This was accomplished through the experimental program by
obtaining moment-rotation connection curves of a girder to column subassemblage scaled down
from the prototype as shown in Figure 2.8. The prototype structure was scaled down using basic
similitude procedures for static elastic modeling. A list of these scaling factors can be found in
Reference [37]. The more applicable scale factors are listed here:
QUANTITY
Linear dimensions
SCALE FACTOR
SF
Angular dimensions 1
Area [SFf
Moment of Inertia [SF]4
Concentrated Load and Shear [SF]2
Moment and Connection Stiffness [SF]3
The scale factor, SF, is .5844 and was applied to all members of the prototype. Standard.
readily available shapes (W sections, reinforcing, metal deck etc..) were selected for the scaled
prototype on the basis of which ones offered the closest property values to the values obtained
after applying the scale factors directly to the prototype. The scale factor was obtained from
anticipating a future frame test at the ATLSS Testing Facilities. Since the concrete embedded
floor anchor locations at the facility are spaced 5' -0" oc, a nominal bay width of 15' -0" for the
frame was assumed. Thus. the scale factor of .5844 is equal to 15' divided by a bay width of the
prototype which is 25'-8".
The scaled prototype or "model" subassemblage is shown in Figure 2.7. This model
formed the basis for the general parameters of the cruciform test specimen of Figure 2.8, except
for two alterations. The first was on the girder where the best scaled down shape from the
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prototype produced a W12x16, while a W12x19 was used for the crucifonn specimen. This was
done because the ATLSS Connection male web plates are set at a fixed distance and the W12x19
web only required two 1/16" shim plates to remove the gap. This helped provide a better overall
friction connection. The second alteration resulted when the column was changed from a W8x2l
to aW8x48. This was done for reasons to be explained in the cruciform experimental section.
The prototype ATLSS Connection is a fictitious connection scaled up from the present ATLSS
Connection as shown in Figure 2.9. It is appropriate to note that the prototype to crucifonn test
specimen design procedure was an iterative process and that estimates of connection stiffnesses
had to be made early on in the program.
Once the moment-rotation curves are established, the particular linear stiffness used for
design can be obtained through the secant stiffness method to reduce the computational effort that
would otherwise be required due to the inherent non-linear behavior of semi-rigid joints. This is
an iterative process in which the ultimate or factored load is taken into account at each
computational step and the computation is continued until the assumed connection stiffness
coincides with the secant stiffness of the connection at the factored load. The secant stiffness is
the linear relation between the moment and the rotation at the bending moment considered.[24l
This method was employed in the prototype frame design.
As a result of the crucifonn specimen experimental program, a lower bound connection
stiffness of 117 kip-in/mRad was selected as shown in Table 7. This is the lowest stiffness
obtained and resembles the stiffness of the reloaded (after the unloading stage of the experiment)
portion of the moment-rotation curve as described in Table 7. The logic used here is that when
lateral loads act, the concrete is assumed to have cracked earlier on due to other load
combinations, such as full gravity loads. This stiffness was scaled up to the prototype level by
dividing it by the scale factor for connection stiffness. Thus, 117/.58443 = 585 kip-in/Mrad, the
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stiffness used in the prototype frame design and analysis. Since this portion of the curve is
essentially linear in the factored range of loads, iterations as described in the secant stiffness
method were held to one or two.
The final prototype design procedure, recommendations and assumptions are summarized
in the following discussion.
The girders were designed simply supported for the dead loads indicated in Figure 2.2.
The nominal strength, Mn, was determined from the AISC LRFD Manual Elastic Analysis design
provisions. In addition, deflection criteria were checked. In girder design, the support provided
by the metal deck against lateral-torsional buckling is not considered, since the deck is placed in
the weak direction, or parallel to the girder.
The area of longitudinal reinforcing at the joint was determined from the maximum
negative moment obtained from the prototype frame design and analysis conducted using
SODA.[35l The reinforcement was selected simply by equating <j>M ne to Mue and solving for A,.
Considerations to uniform reinforcing bar sizes and symmetrical placement around the column
were given. The reinforcing must be properly developed to assure adequate transfer of forces
from negative moments. The provisions of the ACI Building Code Requirements[31 l can be used
here. Since the self-weight of the floor system does not act in producing flexural stresses in the
concrete, but does create flexural stresses in the steel section, the "inflection points" are actually
not points of zero moment but are only points of zero flexural stress in the concrete. Lateralload
combinations with small live loads produce points of zero flexural stress in the concrete far into
the span as shown in Table 2, thus the reinforcing was made continuous. This situation appears
to be a disadvantage of semi-rigid composite construction.
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Semi-rigid composite connections were used at all girder to column connections and were
assumed to have equal stiffnesses throughout the frame, both in positive and negative bendingy8)
This appears to be a conservative assumption since the positive bending stiffness found in the
experimental program was relatively large compared to the lower bound negative stiffness
actually used. One of the benefits of semi-rigid composite construction is that the connection
strength in negative bending can easily be altered by the amount of reinforcing supplied, as long
as the strength of the steel connection is sufficient. Thus, only that amount of reinforcing required
to resist gravity and wind loads needs to be supplied. By limiting the capacity of the connection,
column reinforcement can be avoided and plastic hinges can easily be detailed to form in the
beams instead of the columns. The same idea should be applied to the ATLSS Connection for
the case of positive bending, but this is not as easily accomplished. Also note that the concrete
acting on the column face as a result of positive bending should be checked for a crushing failure
mode. Experimental work regarding this area is found in Reference [10]. It has also been
recommended that the connection should be detailed to resist the greater of the fixed end moment
of the beam or 50% Mp of the steel beam.[23)
Enough shear studs should be provided in the negative moment region to transfer the yield
force of the reinforcing increased 25%[13] to account for higher than expected yield stress levels
(overstrength) and strain hardening of the bars. From the results of cruciform Specimen 3, this
effect was 32.5% at a rotation of 20 mRad. A rotation of 20 mRad is generally considered a
guideline for connection design. It is very unlikely a frame which meets all serviceability criteria
could have connection rotations this large.[13) In this test, there was an increase of 11.6% over Fyr
and an 18.8% increase in force due to strain hardening relative to the force produced by the actual
yield strength of the bar, Fy• Thus far, it can be suggested that for structure design. the required
strength of stud shear connectors in the negative moment region be calculated from:
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Pr20 = ~(1.33)Alyr
where ~ accounts for the increase in AT' which resulted from the design equation:
~Mnc =Muc
and the 1.33 accounts for overstrength of the reinforcing and strain hardening. If ~ = .85, the
final equation, after rounding up, is given by:
P120 = 1.l5Alyr
Since more emphasis has been given to the design of horizontal shear transfer and shear
stud design in the negative moment regions, the discussion on this subject is placed in a separate
section, Section 2.2.1.
The girders were replaced with partial composite girders designed in accordance with
AISC LRFD Part 4 and Chapter 1. The amount of stud shear connectors for positive moment
regions is generally controlled by the maximum moment in the span or the value required of the
lower bound moment of inertia to meet serviceability criteria. However, as recommended in
Section 13 of the AISC LRFD Commentary, the I:Qn of stud shear connectors should always be
greater than 1/4 of the ultimate strength of the slab or the yield strength of the steel section alone,
whichever is smaller. This restriction is to prevent excessive slip of the stud shear connectors,
and substantial loss in stiffness. Note that the design suggestions of Section 2.2.1 should also be
taken into account.
Since the section properties of the composite girder vary along the span due to cracked
sections (negative moment regions) and uncracked sections (positive moment regions), a lower
bound "weighted" moment ofinertia[l8J and transformed section area were used. Weighting factors
used in Reference [18] are .6 on the lower bound positive moment of inertia and .4 on the
negative lower bound moment of inertia. This is based on the assumption that under normal
loading conditions, 60% of the span is in positive bending and 40% in negative. Compared with
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an elastoplastic second-order analysis of flexibly connected frames including the properties of the
non-prismatic composite girder along it's span, this method of weighting moments of inertia
yielded very good results, except that it underestimated the energy dissipation capability of the
composite frames by about one thirdYS]
The formula for determination of the lower bound moment of inertia for a section in
positive bending can be found in the AISC LRFD Manual. This formula was modified for the
lower bound moment of inertia of a section in negative bending by replacing the equivalent
concrete area by the area of reinforcing. The positive and negative flexural design strengths were
calculated as per the commentary Section 13 of the AISC LRFD Manual. The effective flange
width of the concrete slab on each side of the beam centerline was controlled by one-eighth the
girder span, center-to-center of supports. The same section is used in all the floor girders. This,
in general, leads to economical designs.[26l
For the frame design, all loads acting on the composite section were transferred to the
girders from the floor beams in the form of concentrated loads at the third points of the span to
aid in the layout of stud shear connectors.
Concentrated loads due to all loads applied before the concrete set (dead load before set,
Figure 2.2) were applied at the girder-to-column joints in the frame analysis.
A curtain wall was assumed around the entire structure perimeter, hung off each floor
level, thus additional concentrated loads were assigned to the frame joints.
The roof was assumed to be of typical membrane and ballasted construction on metal deck
and roof joists. Therefore, standard semi-rigid bare steel connections were assumed at the girder-
to-column connections and uniform loads were assumed to act on the roof girders. This is
justified as practical, since concrete is an unlikely material for typical roof construction. It is also
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unlikely that a concrete slab would be provided on a roof for the sole purpose of creating semi-
rigid composite connections.
The frame design presented in this study was conducted in the short (2 bay) direction.
The design in the long (6 bay) direction was not considered and assumed not control the column
design. It is assumed that the end girder (exterior) joints possess the same behavior as the interior
joints tested here.
An approximate iterative P-delta analysis was employed in the design and the final
equivalent wind loads are given in Figure 2.2 The procedure is described in detail in Reference
[27]. All column effective length factors, K, were set equal to 1.
An allowable drift limit index of .0025 was selected from Reference [28] anci applied in
the frame design for wind and P-delta effects as shown in Figures 2.2 and 2.5.
2.2.1 Horizontal Shear Transfer and Stud Shear Connectors in Negative Moment
.Regions of Composite Sections
The AISC LRDF Manual does not address the failure mechanism of horizontal shear along
a critical shear surface for the case when metal deck ribs are parallel to the supporting beam, such
as that shown in Figure 2.10. The specifications regarding composite members with decks
orientated this way are based on assumptions that have not yet been fully justified.
It is difficult to conclude that the full capacity of a stud shear connector as provided in the Manual
can always be achieved, especially for closely spaced or grouped studs.
More specifically, the stud capacity reduction formula (AISC LRFD B-2) for deck ribs
oriented parallel to the steel beam is largely based on research conducted on composite beams
with deck ribs oriented perpendicular to the steel beam.[81 The provisions assume that the full
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capacity of an individual stud can be developed, regardless of the area available on a typical
critical shear surface, if the following criteria are met:
1. Hs ~ IS'
2. l\ ~ 1.5"
3. The w/hr ~ 1.5 and wr ~ 2" for one stud;
4. A minimum stud spacing of 6 diameters in the longitudinal direction and 4 diameters.
in the transverse direction.
l\ = nominal rib height, in.
wr = average width of concrete rib or haunch
Hs = length of stud after welding
The minimum spacing in the longitudinal direction is based on observations of shear plane
development obtained in a pushout test program[7l for the determination of strength and behavior
of connectors embedded in both normal-weight and lightweight concrete. In these tests, solid
slabs, moderately spaced studs in the direction of load (12") and transverse reinforcement above
and at the stud level were provided, hindering a shear failure along surfaces similar to that as
shown in Figure 2.10.
Two references are made in [8] with regard to the lack of test data available for beams
with deck ribs running parallel to the longitudinal axis. The first is to Reference [9] and the
second was not obtained. For the two connection tests reported[9) with ribs running parallel to the
beam, heavy wire mesh was provided top and bottom in the slab. Also the applied forces never
met the full capacity of the studs due to the local crushing failure at the simulated column ends.
It is difficult to conclude from these tests that the shear strength is not significantly affected by
the ribs.
In addition, a recommendation is made in Reference [8] regarding deck corrugations
oriented parallel to the beam: "A check may be warranted to insw:e that shearing of the concrete
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will not occur on a failure plane over the top of the connectors." This recommendation cannot
be found in the AISC LRFD Manual.
British Design Standards provide provisions for horizontal shear transfer in a composite
beam.[38] The equations of section 5.6.3[38] are repeated here and then altered as discussed later.
They are based on the ultimate limit state.
(1)
+ vp
(2)
in which vr is the shear resistance per unit length; A.vthe mean cross-sectional area per unit length
of the beam, of the combined top and bottom reinforcement crossing the shear surface; fy the yield
stress of A.v in N/mm
2; 11 equal to 1.0 for normal-weight concrete and 0.8 for lightweight
concrete; Aev the mean cross-sectional area per unit length of the beam, of the concrete shear
surface under consideration; feu the characteristic cube strength of the concrete in N/mm2, but not
more than 40 N/mm2 (although concrete of higher strengths may be used); and vp is the
contribution of the profiled steel sheeting, if applicable.
Note that Section 5.6.4 of Reference [38] provides extensive provisions on the contribution of
profiled steel sheeting.
These equations were based largely on the studies of Mattock and Hawkins in 1972 from
their work on shear transfer in reinforced concrete. The equations are based on shear friction
theory and assume the critical shear surface Aev is in the initially cracked stateP2] A good
discussion of this work is found in Reference [32] and other forms of these equations can be
found from Robinson.[21] Partial safety factors, or resistance factors, are included in the equations.
The partial safety factors are 1.15 on the reinforcing strength and 1.5 on the concrete strength.
It is questionable as to how much shear transfer is provided by the horizontal portion (the
diameter of the stud head) of the critical shear surface as shown in Figure 2.10, cruciform
specimen 1 and 3. Only the amount that provides resistance by the shearing off of concrete
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protrusions should theoretically be included. This portion of the surface is not in direct
compression from the reinforcing and there is no reinforcing dowel action present. However, the
British Standard[38] considers it in the calculation of Aev and is thus considered here.
Equations (1) and (2) are now altered using the standard cylinder strength ( in place of
feu' Johnson[21] suggests using 80% of the cube strength of concrete feu' when converting over to
the compressive strength (, obtained from standard cylinder tests.
In addition, Equation (2) has its units changed from N/mm2to Ibs/in2. vp will be omitted
because the AISC LRFD Manual does not require metal deck to be welded to the supporting beam
if the deck flutes run parallel with the longitudinal axis. It's resistance in shear is not
acknowledged in the AISC LRFD Manual, even if it is welded. A third equation has been added
to convert vr to the shear friction resistance of concrete per stud shear connector for easy
comparison with Qn' The partial safety factors have been removed from the equations, because
they are included as resistance factors on the flexural strength of a composite beam which
accounts for all sources of variability.
I0.0563 11 Acv fc
v
r
= .8 A
sv
F + -----
yr 1000
s
vrQ =V-~Qll
n r n1
(3)
(4)
(5)
The limit on ( in these equations is 4640 lbs/in2, vr is in units of kips/inch, ( in psi.
Johnson[21] has shown in his research on shear lag in negative moment regions of
composite sections that when transverse reinforcement appropriate to the shear connector spacing
is provided, the slab is well able to transfer shear to the longitudinal bars placed six to eight slab
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thicknesses either side of the steel beam. Given normal load conditions, it is logical to conclude
that if transverse reinforcing is provided at every stud and located such that it passes through the
critical shear surface, the shear strength contribution of the deck should not be necessary in the
design.
Section 5.6.5 of Reference [38] sets a limit on the placement of bottom transverse
reinforcing for edge beams and beams next to large openings when profiled steel sheeting is used.
A limit of 15mm is required for the projection of the shear connectors above the transverse bars.
For lack of other provisions, good engineering judgement is to place the transverse reinforcement
midway between the top of the stud and the top of the metal deck.
It has been recommended[21 l that the ultimate strength of connectors in negative moment
regions be reduced 20%. This is also a provision in Reference [38].
Now consider the strength of a stud shear connector as provided in the AISC LRFD
Manual in a fictitious example using composite metal deck with corrugations running parallel to
the beam. Then compare the strength obtained in this example to the theoretical horizontal shear
strength at a critical shear surface as in Figure 2.10. A suggested detail, Figure C-15.1 of the
AISC LRFD Commentary, also depicts the following example with the exception that one stud
in a transverse row is used.
Determine the shear friction resistance of the concrete haunch as shown in Figure 2.10 per stud
shear connector, given the following conditions:
1.) Concrete strength: f'c =4300 psi
2.) Metal Deck: (not welded to the beam)
wr =6"
~ =2"
3.) 3/4" diameter stud shear connectors:
s = 6 stud diameters = 4.5"
Hs =3.5", with a head diameter of 1.25"
4.) AISC (IS-I) Qn =26.5 kips
5.) AISC (B-2) Stud reduction factor = 1.0
6.) Acv = 7.74 in2
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Assuming the resistance provided by the studs is the controlling parameter of the
composite section and using a maximum nominal shear strength of .50 ksi based on the work of
Mattock and Allen[32] from shear tests conducted on initially uncracked specimens with no
transverse reinforcement, the maximum shear friction resistance of concrete per stud shear
connector is given by:
:. vrQn = .50Ac'? = 17.4 kips < Qn =26.5 kips
Note that the value ofvrQn calculated above is based on a relatively large concrete haunch.
It is permissible in the provisions for the wA ratio to be much smaller without stud strength
reduction. This can substantially reduce the amount of concrete available to transfer horizontal
shear on the critical surface.
A more substantial reduction in useable stud shear connector strength would be created
if, in the above example, another stud was provided in the same row at the minimum spacing of
4 stud diameters. Again, this stud layout is depicted in the Commentary, Figure C-I5.1.
There appears to be an inconsistency in one of the provisions of the AISC LRFD Manual
regarding the maximum permitted strength in design equations for stud shear connectors in
concrete. In Equation (IS-I) of Section 15.3 of the specification:
Fu is defined as the minimum specified tensile strength of a stud shear connector in kips
per square inch. The minimum specified tensile strength as defined in AWS D1.1 is 60 ksi.
However, in Section 15.3 of the Commentary, the upper bound on stud shear connector strength
is said to be the product of A,c and the ultimate tensile strength of the stud. This suggests values
larger than 60 ksi are permissible if the strength of the stud material has been determined by
physical testing.
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Thus the Commentary, in essence, places no limit on the strength of a stud shear
connector in concrete, as long as .the concrete strength is increased accordingly with the tensile
strength of the stud. This is not the intent of Reference [7] where the first half of the above AISC
Equation (15-1) was produced.
It was noted in this work an upper bound on the strength of a stud shear connector in
concrete appeared at the following limit:
Vf~ Ec ;$; 130
This corresponds to a limit on the strength of a stud shear connector of 65 ksi. It was found in
this work that at ultimate load, the concrete is the controlling medium and variations in the
strength of the shear connector would not be as critical a parameter. Thus, caution is advised
when considering the upper bound on the strength of a stud shear connector as provided in the
Manual.
A summary of the important considerations of the previous discussions are as follows:
1. Solve for ~ by equating:
~Mnc = Muc or 11/2, whichever is greater
2. Determine the strength of one stud shear connector in accordance with AISC LRFD
equation (15-1) with Fu maximum = 60 ksi:
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3. Check the AISC LRFD reduction formula (B-2) if applicable. It is recommended as much
haunch as necessary be provided to avoid reductions.
4. Reduce Qn by 20%
5. Provide transverse reinforcing at each stud shear connector. Determine the reinforcing,
concrete haunch and stud spacing to properly develop the capacity of each stud using the
following equations:
f0.0563'11 Acv f c
vr = .8Asv Fyr + -----1000
s
v - ~ Qn
r nl
All definitions are found in the nomenclature section.
(6)
(7)
(8)
6. Provide enough shear connectors between the point of maximum negative moment and
the adjacent point of zero moment to develop:
Moments from other load combinations should also be checked because the point of zero
moment fluctuates with the type of loading.
2.3 Results
The results of the frame design are shown in Figure 2.5 and the final analysis results
regarding forces and moments for the controlling girders are given in Table 2. The prototype
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structure designed herein is compared to an equivalent structure designed in accordance with a
composite frame design process proposed in Reference [18] where a parametric study of composite
frame behavior was conducted. The design process of Reference [18] proved reliable for the
majority of composite frames studied after an "exact" second-order, semi-rigid analysis was
conducted. Only composite frames having stories of 16 feet with aspect ratios smaller than one
were found unserviceable. This proposed design process is repeated here.
1. Design the frame as being rigid non-composite (total dead and live loads acting
uniformly on girders)
Note: SODA[36] ca be used throughout for step number 1.
2. Use the same column sizes
3. Replace the steel girders by steel girders capable of resisting factored construction
loads without yielding.
4. Provide enough shear connectors to the selected steel girders to have 100%
composite action.
5. Replace the rigid connections by semi-rigid connections.
The frame design results obtained by this method is labeled "Rigid Frame Design Method"
in Figure 2.5. The semi-rigid analysis of this frame was performed the same way as outlined
previously with linear springs. The connection stiffness used was also 585 kip-in/mRad for proper
comparison. The important result is the column design comparison of both methods as shown in
" Figure 2.5. The column weight using the Linear Spring Connection Model Design Method was
79% of the composite frame designed in accordance with the recommended procedures of
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Reference [18]. As shown in Figure 2.5, the allowable interstory drift criterion established in this
design was satisfied.
Next, a seismic design verification/analysis was conducted in accordance with NEHRP-
91 [34] using the Equivalent Lateral Force Procedure. The seismic design parameters that yielded
a feasible design verification using SODA are shown in Figure 2.4. The fundamental period of
this structure was estimated using SAP90[36] and used in the equivalent lateral force calculations.
2.4 Discussion
The design method proposed here assumes a linear connection stiffness in the factored
range of loads. A lower bound connection stiffness for the prototype frame design was obtained
by scaling up the lowest value of connection stiffness found in experimental program for both
positive and negative bending. This connection stiffness was used for all the composite girder-
to-column joints.
The Linear Spring Connection Model produces a conservative column design method
when lower bound connection stiffnesses and girder moments of inertia are used. An aspect ratio
of .987 was achieved while the recommended allowable interstory drift limits were met. However,
it still provided a lighter column design than the composite frame design process proposed in
Reference [18]. This suggests that smaller aspect ratios or lighter column designs are achievable
using a mean value of connection stiffness. In this situation, a larger percentage of the joint
moments are attracted to the connections where the new required strength must be checked. Thus,
an upper bound linear stiffness can be assumed and the frame re-analyzed. Joint design moments
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can be based on the upper bound stiffness and the column design can be based on the lower
bound stiffness.
This prototype was structurally designed for Use Groups B (business) and R (residential)
as classified by BOCAY3j Other use groups appear to be achievable like those that limit the
amount of live load reduction, such as Use Groups A (assembly) and E (educational), based on
the desired aspect ratio of the building.
In addition, a seismic analysis using the Equivalent Lateral Force requirements ofNEHRP-
91 [34] was conducted and results are given in Figure 2.4. However, before any conclusions can
be drawn on the seismic performance of a structure with these connections, more experimental
work is required. Specifically, the cyclic behavior and energy dissipation characteristics should
be determined through experimentation in a future test program.
The important considerations in the design of shear transfer for negative moment regions
has been established using the current AISC LRFD Manual with the added provisions and
recommendations of References [38] and [21]. More research is required in this area if semi-rigid
composite joints are to be implemented in design specifications.
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3. PILOT TEST SPECIMENS
3.1 Test Program
A pilot test specimen is referred to here as an all steel single cantilever simulation of one
half of a cruciform test specimen, similar to that shown in Figure 2.8.
The goal was to create a relatively inexpensive test that yielded approximate behavioral
characteristics of a semi-rigid composite connection in negative bending using the ATLSS Shear
Connection.
The ATLSS Connection, shim plates and bolts simulated the attachment to the beam web
as in the cruciform specimen. The vertical distance between the centroids of the top plate and
ATLSS Connection web plates were held constant for each test and equalled the distance "d" of
a cruciform specimen (refer to Figures 3.1 and 4.1). The top plate simulates the action of the
reinforcing in the concrete slab.
Three pilot tests were performed. The principal variables are listed below:
1. Yield force and length of the top plate
2. Beam web thickness
3. Strength properties (yield and ultimate tensile strength) of the ATLSS Connection
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3.2 Details of Test Specimens
3.2.1 Description
Details of all three pilot specimens are presented in Figure 3.1. The specimens were
welded to a W8x58 Grade A36 stub column bolted to a test frame as shown in Figure 3.5. A
W14x38 Grade A36 beam was used for Specimen 1 and was later changed to a W12x19 Grade
A36 beam for Specimen 2 and 3, since the beam design details of the cruciform specimen were
not finalized until after this first pilot test.
All the specimens used ATLSS Connections with the same geometric configuration as
shown in Figure 2.9. The ATLSS Connection was placed as low as possible on the beam web
to create the largest moment arm with the top plate. Thus, the bottom of the ATLSS Connection
web plates was placed at the top of the beam web's bottom fillet. Shim plates were used in each
test to remove the gap between the ATLSS Connection web plates and the beam web to achieve
a slip-critical connection when the bolts were tensioned to a specified level. The beam web hole
diameter was 13/16" while the ATLSS Connection used short - slotted holes for tolerance
purposes.
The top plates consisted of Grade A36 steel. Specimens 1 and 2 used a 1/4" thick plate
and Specimen 3 used a plate 3/8" thick. All three plates were 4 1/2" wide. Shim blocks were
used for the purpose of elevating the top plate to the level of the reinforcing of the cruciform
specimen.
The load point was selected at the simulated "inflection point" of the prototype frame as
shown in Table 2. A bearing pedestal that transferred the actuator load to the beam, partially
shown in Figure 3.1, was designed for large rotations and displacements. The bearing dimensions
of the pedestal are 2" wide x 3 3/4" long.
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Stiffeners were provided under the load point for added assurance against web buckling
or crippling.
Two ATLSS Connections were welded to each stub column. When one test was
complete, the specimen was removed and the next was installed in the second connection. Two
stub columns were required for all the three tests.
3.2.2 Design
In the design of the top plate, the grade of steel selected for Specimen 1 and 2 was based
on the minimum specified yield strength that produced good weldability and a reasonable cross
sectional area that matched the minimum specified yield strength, Fyr , of six #3 Grade 60
reinforcing bars used in the cruciform specimens. Specimen 3 used a plate which is 50% thicker
than the plate of Specimens I and 2 to simulate larger reinforcement ratios of the concrete slab.
The top plate welds to the shim blocks were designed to develop the minimum specified
yield stress of the steel grade selected, increased 25% to account for higher than expected yield
strength levels and strain hardening. The shim block welds to the beam of Specimens 2 and 3
were designed for combined shear and tension caused by bending.
The W8x58 stub column was designed to prevent any appreciable deformations from
occurring. Web stiffeners were added to prevent the stub column flanges from warping at the top
plate location.
The ATLSS Connection weld details in Figure 3.1 were intended to develop the full
capacity of the connection under tension. An additional plug weld was placed on the interior back
surface of the ATLSS Connection female after it had already been welded to the stub column.
The reasons for this are discussed in the later.
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3.2.3 Construction
The steel beams were delivered to the laboratory in 15 foot sections. The material used
for specimen top plates, web stiffeners, stub column stiffeners and shim plates were delivered in
4' x 8' sheets. The ATLSS Connection bolts were delivered in quantity for use throughout the
test program.
Two ATLSS Connections were welded to one fabricated stub column and one ATLSS
Connection to another fabricated stub column, as mentioned previously. A stub column was then
bolted to the test frame. After fabrication of the beam was complete, it was installed in the test
frame as depicted in Figure 3.5.
All 3/4" diameter bolts were tensioned to 30 kips for each test with a calibrated, 600 ft-lb.
torque wrench. The torque used to tighten each bolt was 385 ft. lbs. The minimum tension
required for a 3/4" diameter bolt in a slip-critical connection according to AISC LRFD Manual
is 28 kips, depending on the method of installation used in the field.
The typical pattern of tightening started with the bolts on the stiffer side of the connection
(closest to the column) and then out to the next two bolts. All bolts were then given a final check
because the initial bolts might become loose as the remaining bolts are tightened.
The ATLSS Connection was then seated in a seating test using the 1/2" diameter seating
bolt depicted in Figures 2.9 and 3.1. The seating test apparatus was dismantled and the top plate
was welded in place to the stub column and shim block. The actuator bearing pedestal was then
welded to the beam.
The beam was instrumented and white washed with a mixture of lime and water used for
detection of yield lines.
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3.2.4 Instrumentation
All displacement measurements were referenced from the stub column as shown in the
typical instrumentation layout of Figure 3.3. Figure 3.4 gives a listing of the linear voltage
displacement transducers and electrical resistance strain gages shown in Figure 3.3. This listing
relates the transducer to it's function in the experiment.
In Figures 3.3 and 3.4, references are made to strain gages designated as "Series" ("A")
and linear voltage displacement transducers as "LVDT' s". Temperature compensating 120 ohm
polyurethane encapsulated strain gages were used. All LVDT's are calibrated in house with full
traceability.
The transducers were located to aid in the evaluation of the ATLSS Connection Reactions
throughout the entire elastic and inelastic displacements. This was accomplished by placing
LVDTs and strain gages in the most optimum locations to track appropriate displacements, strains
and actuator load position.
The tiltmeters indicated were used as a back up system to the LVDT's which provides
readings for determination of beam rotations.
The data acquisition system was a MEGADAC 2300 manufactured by OPTIM Electronics
Corp.. This computer controlled 16 bit resolution data acquisition system has 256 channel
capability running full signal conditioning for both strain and voltage transducers.
OPUS 2000 software was used to run the data acquisition system. Ten samples of each
transducer at each displacement increment were read through OPUS. Each data point was
obtained through OPUS's data reduction capabilities by averaging the ten samples for each
transducer.
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3.2.5 Material Properties
Material properties and the plastic moment values of the specimens are given in Table 3.
Steel strengths were determined by performing tension tests on standard rectangular tension
specimens with an 8" gage length, ASTM designation E8-6IT. Stress - strain properties were
obtained for each material.
The top plate of pilot Specimen I was cut transverse to the rolled direction of the 1/4"
steel sheet. The yield stress of steel as measured in a direction transverse to the rolled direction
is usually less than the yield stress measured in the longitudinal direction. Pilot Specimen 2 had
it's plate cut from the same sheet of steel as Specimen 1, but longitudinal to the rolled direction.
Note the reported yield stress of this plate is higher than the reported yield stress of the plate of
Specimen 1. Pilot specimen 3 had it's plate cut from a 3/8" sheet of steel, longitudinal to the
rolled direction. All other material properties were obtained as given in Table 3.
3.2.6 Torque Wrench Calibration
The torque wrench was calibrated by strain gaging the bolts on opposite sides of the
shank, directly under the bolt head. These sides were first machined flat for the width of the
strain gage with some added tolerance for strain gage installation. Drilled holes were placed
through the head of the bolt immediately over the machined portion of the shank. Special strain
gages were installed and their wires placed through the drilled holes for soldering to the gages.
Three bolts were tested in tension in a Baldwin Universal Test Machine to a load of 32
kips with increments of 5 kips up to a level of 25 kips and then 1 kip increments thereafter. The
strains were recorded at each load increment from a strain indicator and switch and balance unit.
After unloading, the bolt was dismantled from the testing machine and the entire setup
was moved to another part of the laboratory where a fixed vice was located. The bolt was placed
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through a hole in a 1" thick plate secured in the vice. The bolt nut and threads were greased and
the torque wrench was used to tighten the bolt. The torque and corresponding strains were
recorded in increments up to 400 fUbs.
The test data was then averaged and a linear regression on the data was performed. The
best line through the data yielded 30 kips bolt tension with 384 ft-Ibs applied torque.
3.3 ATLSS Connection Seating Test
The 1/2" diameter bolts were calibrated in tension in the Baldwin Universal Testing
Machine through other ATLSS Connection research. Data was obtained for load and strain.
In addition to the strain gages used for the 3/4" diameter bolts, the seating bolts used for
calibration had an additional strain gage epoxied in a vertically drilled hole 15 mm deep starting
at the center of the bolt head. This is referenced as the Series "E" (refer to instrumentation
section) strain gage depicted in Figure 3.3. Each seating bolt of each pilot specimen utilized only
this one type of gage because the bolt shank gages tended to be damaged easily, as was the case
in the first pilot test.
The seating test commenced from a snug tight starting position with all gages zeroed. A
general test procedure evolved with experience. The best results came with pilot Specimen 3. The
strain gage wires protruding from the center of the bolt head are kept short so they fit inside the
socket of the wrench. The bolt was turned in 30 degree increments with a maximum limit set at
one complete turn or when it was felt the bolt was yielding or stripping. The seating test of pilot
specimen 3 stopped at the tenth 30 degree increment because it was felt the bolt had started to
yield. Strains were recorded at each increment for Series "E" and "0" gages with a strain
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indicator and switch and balance unit. At the end of each increment, the wires of the bolt gage
were physically held to the wires of the strain indicator and the strains were recorded. The
ATLSS Connection male vertical and female arm horizontal displacements were recorded with dial
gages.
The seating test performed on pilot Specimen 1 did not go well, however, the seating bolt
was still tightened with a crescent wrench as much as possible. The corresponding vertical
displacements are reported in Figure 3.10 at the zero load position.
The ATLSS Connection strain gages located on the female (Series "D") at seating test
termination of pilot Specimen 3 read in micro-strains from left to right on Figure 3.3 as;
+247,+90,-300. This pattern of tension and compression was typically found in the actual tests
when a vertical downward load was applied.
3.4 Test Setup and Loading Procedure
The test setup is shown in Figure 3.5. A frame analysis conducted on the test frame was
performed anticipating future cruciform cyclic tests by other researchers. As a result, it was
decided to add miscellaneous channel knee braces on one side of the test frame to prevent lateral
movement and racking of the frame. The frame was re-analyzed with the new configuration and
the final iteration yielded the channel sizes indicated in Figure 4.11. Guide frames were designed
and installed to prevent the beam from laterally displacing.
A closed loop hydraulic system controlled the load actuators. An MTS Temposonic linear
displacement transducer attached to the actuator provided feedback to a control computer that
controlled the hydraulic service manifold supplying hydraulic fluid to the actuator. The 150 kip
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actuator was fitted with a Lebow 120 kip load cell and a fabricated bearing pedestal that applied
the load to the beams. A 2" diameter high strength steel pin was used for the bearing pedestal.
The pedestal allowed large rotations and displacements to occur in a vertical plane longitudinal
to the..axis of the beam, preventing bending forces from developing on the actuator and beam.
The pedestal was designed with some play to account for loads out of this plane, perpendicular
to the longitudinal axis of the beam.
The zero load position for the start of each test was taken as the point at which there was
no load in the top plate of the specimen. The self-weight of the specimen was neglected.
Loading proceeded in small displacement increments not exceeding .02" in the elastic range.
Before yielding of the plate, the specimen was unloaded to the zero load position. Loading
proceeded again with the same displacement increments up to and beyond yielding of the top
plate. Displacement increments were increased gradually in the inelastic region. The maximum
increments used towards the end of the tests were generally less than .1".
3.5 Finite Element Analysis
The unsupported length of the top plates was determined with the aid of linear elastic
finite element models using SAP90[36l . First a finite element model of a cruciform specimen was
established using quarter symmetry. The mesh and boundary conditions were similar to those of
the model shown and described in Figure 4.5.
Next, a pilot specimen finite element model was established typically like the model
described in Figure 3.2. The length of the plate was varied until the rotational stiffness of the
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beam at the connection end matched that of the cruciform model. The variation in plate length
from pilot Specimen 1 to 2 was caused by changing the beam to a Wl2xl9.
Figure 4.5 depicts the final "refined" cruciform model and is somewhat representative of
the earlier models used in the design of the top plate of the pilot specimens. The main difference
between the final cruciform model of Figure 4.5 and the earlier cruciform models was the
orientation of the deck corrugations and the extent of crack development assumed for the elastic
range of loads. The elastic load was considered that load up to first yield of the reinforcing, thus
iteration was required.
The original model used deck corrugations perpendicular to the beam. The concrete
modulus of elasticity was set close to zero between crack locations, where the assumed tensile
strength was exceeded. The extent of cracking ended at approximately the mid span location.
Since all effects of concrete tension stiffening were neglected between crack locations, the
rotational stiffness had been underestimated.
By changing the orientation of the deck consistent with the actual cruciform specimen (a
decision made after the pilot specimens were tested) and assuming the extent of concrete cracking
is limited to two locations, namely the clip gage and column centerline locations, a stiffer model
resulted. This is why the values of KAC and ~[ presented in Table 7 for cruciform specimen 1
do not match the values for pilot Specimen 1 and 2.
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3.6 Presentation of Test Results
3.6.1 Description
Figures 3.7 to 3.10 show the plotted results of each test. The plotted results are depicted
in the Static Force and Deformation Diagram of Figure 3.6. Figures 3.7 to 3.9 represent only the
data after the unload stage as described in Section 3.4. This is where the zero load reference was
established and where all the strain gage and LVDT recordings were referenced.
The static force and deformation curves presented in Figures 3.7, 3.8 and 3.9 were
intended to have equal divisions on the X axis so the reader can easily determine the forces acting
on the ATLSS Connection throughout the entire test.
Figure 3.1a shows the results of the ATLSS Connection Vertical Displacement, ~AC
plotted against VSAC' The initial displacements indicated in Specimen 2 and 3 are a result of the
seating test.
Beam rotation, ec is defined as the sum of absolute value of the horizontal displacement
reading of LVDT2 and the absolute value of the horizontal displacement reading of LVDT3 (both
of which were secured to the beam flanges) divided by the vertical distance sepaI,"ating the
centerline of each LVDT.
The two moments reported, Msc and MSAC ' have been nondimensionalized with respect to
the plastic moment 1\ of the steel section. Msc is the total applied moment at the face of the
support and MsAC is the ATLSS Connection moment at the face of the support.
The initial and secant stiffnesses are summarized in Table 7. The yield and ultimate total
moments with corresponding ATLSS Connection Moment are summarized in Table 8. In
addition, the corresponding values of beam rotation are presented with the calculated rotational
ductility factors defined in section 3.7.1.
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3.6.2 ATLSS Connection Reaction Determination
The ATLSS Connection Moment, Horizontal and Vertical Reactions were determined
through statics and kinematics as shown in Figure 3.6, after determination of the force in the top
plate at each displacement increment. The top plate force was determined with all of the
following procedures, for each test. The procedures that agreed and produced the most conclusive
results were used in the reaction determination. At least two of the following three procedures
correlated well in each test:
1. The applied moment at the Series "A" strain gage location was calculated. The resultant
compression force in the beam was calculated at this location using the strains recorded
from the Series "A" gages. Note that in all tests, the beam remained in the elastic range.
The force in the top plate was solved for by equating the applied moment and the internal
moment created by the resultant compression force in the beam and the unknown tension
force in the plate, at the beam gage location.
2. The plate force was solved for by knowing the stress-strain characteristics established
on the plate material from the tensile coupon test and the elongation obtained during the
test at each displacement increment.
3. For the elastic range of loads of the plate, the top plate force was calculated from the
strains recorded with the Series "B" gages.
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By calculating the top plate vertical displacement, the horizontal and vertical components
of the tension force was determined at each displacement increment.
Through simple geometry, LVDT6 was used to find the actuator horizontal and vertical
load components at each displacement increment. This effect was more significant at the larger
rotations towards the end of the test.
By knowing the components of the applied load and top plate force, statics was applied
at each increment to determine the plotted reactions of Figures 3.7 to 3.10.
It is interesting to note that VsAC' the vertical reaction on the ATLSS Connection, never
increased at the same rate as the vertical component of the applied load. This is because of the
increase in contribution the top plate had in resisting a portion of the vertical applied load as the
plate displaced downward and rotated.
3.6.3 Failure Modes
The Failure Mode Summary is presented in Table 8. No sudden slip of the friction
connections occurred. However, gradual slip did occur in Tests 2 and 3 as noticed from the white
wash boundaries that were made visible. Slip was not apparent in Test 1.
In general, the ATLSS Connection was forced to deform at the top and bottom of the web
plates. Most of the deformation occurred above the top inner bolt holes of the web plates which
eventually lead to necking and fracture at this location in Specimen 1 and 3.
Specimen 2 was terminated early because of the top edge weld failure that occurred earlier
on in the test. This was the reason a plug weld was added to the ATLSS Connection of Specimen
3. This failure is noticed in the moment-rotation curve for MsAC in Figure 3.8 by the unusually
low rotational stiffness up to ultimate.
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In all the three specimens, yield lines initiated on the web of the beam near the top comer
of the web plates further most froin the column and fanned out as deformations increased. This
effect was most noticeable in Specimens 2 and 3. Due to the increased web thickness of the
W14x38 in Test 1, yield lines were not very noticeable.
From evaluation of the transducer data of Test 1, it was concluded the top plate did not
strain harden significantly, as can be seen in Figure 3.7. This may have been caused by a
weakened area close to the welds coupled with the fact it was cut transverse to the rolled direction
of the steel sheet.
In each test, the ATLSS Connection female arms at the flute locations had permanently
deformed outward. The seating bolt head of specimen 2 was sheared off by the bottom beam
flange. Usually, this bolt was plastically deformed in curvature.
3.7 Evaluation of Test Results
3.7.1 Parameters
The following three parameters will be evaluated in the light of the three principal
variables listed in Section 3.1:
1. Maximum Strength Ratio, Rs and RAe: - These are the ratios Msc~ and
MsAeu/MpAC' respectively. The ultimate moments, M scu and M.ACU' are obtained
from the moment - rotation curves of Figures 3.7 to 3.9 and the plastic bending
moments are obtained in Table 3. Results are presented in Table 8.
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2. Initial and Secant Stiffness, K.cT and K.cS: - The initial (tangent) stiffness,
KscT' is the initial slope of the moment-rotation curves of Figures 3.7 to 3.9
computed between the start and the end of the first two displacement increments
after the unload stage of the test, starting from zero load reference. The secant
stiffness, KscS ' is load related. (See Table 7 for the definition used herein.)
3. Rotational Ductility Factor, Pe: - Ductility can be defined as the ability of a
structure to undergo increasing deformation beyond first significant yield·
deformation while still sustaining load. The rotational ductility factor is given by
the peak rotation at Mscu divided by the rotation at first significant yield, Mscy,
Pe =8j8y, as presented in Table 8.
3.7.2 Maximum Strength Ratio, Rs and RAC
1. Yield force and length of the top plate: As the yield force of the plate went up, Rs went
up in all three tests. The reason for the relatively low value of Rs in Test 1 is the much larger
value of1\ for this section. However, the absolute magnitude of the ultimate moment was lower
in Test 1 than the other two tests.
RAC was very similar in all three tests. It appears that the higher compressive forces on
the ATLSS Connection, HsAe ' did not increase the ability of the ATLSS Connection to carry
moment. The lowest value occurred in Test 2. This is attributed to the weld failure.
The plate length contribution is not conclusive. However, the effect of increasing the
plate length would be to decrease Rs' This is because larger rotations occur for the same plate
force. This causes larger deformations in the ATLSS Connection for the same applied load.
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2. Web Thickness: It is not conclusive the thinner webs of Specimen 2 and 3 affected
the maximum strength factor, Rs' even though a large area of the web yielded. The thinner web
was compensated for by the increase in Fy and level of strain hardening as compared with Test
1, thus the ultimate moment was achieved at a larger rotation.
3. Strength properties of the ATLSS Connection: The magnitude of the ATLSS
Connection Moment, MsAC' increased in each test. Since it was concluded that the higher applied
compressive forces did not increase the ability of the ATLSS Connection to carry moment, the
increases can be attributed to the increase in strength of the ATLSS Connections.
As the strength of the ATLSS Connections became higher, the weldability appears to have
gone down. This may have contributed to the weld failure of Test 2 and the lower value of MsAc
as compared with Test 3.
3.7.3 Initial and Secant Stiffness, K.cT and K.cS:
1. Yield force and length of the top plate: The increase in initial stiffness of each test can
be partly attributed to the increase in axial stiffness of the plate. The same could be concluded
for the secant stiffness, however this was not the case in Test 2, where the lower stiffness value
was probably caused by other variables. The yield strength had no effect on each because at these
points, the stresses were below the yield level.
2. Web Thickness: Some of the differences in the initial and secant stiffness that cannot
be accounted for by just taking into account the axial stiffness of the plate can be attributed in part
to the thinner web of the W12x19 specimen.
This is more apparent for the secant stiffness. The secant stiffness went up from Test 2
to 3, roughly in the same proportion as the axial stiffness of the plate, but it was lower in Test
2 than Test 1. Some of this loss is most likely attributed to the thinner beam web of Test 2, since
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the ATLSS Connection had the same axial stiffness. This decrease is also consistent with finite
element model results.
3. Strength properties of the ATLSS Connection: The strength of the ATLSS Connection
should have little effect on the initial and secant stiffness of the connection at such low load and
displacement levels.
3.7.4 Ductility Factor, Pe
1. Yield force and length of the top plate: The ductility factor was higher in Test 3 than
in Test 1. No conclusive findings can be reported with regard to these variables.
2. Web Thickness: The higher ductility factor obtained with Specimen 3 as compared
with Specimen 1 can be partly attributed to the decrease in web thickness of the beam. As
evident from yield line formation, the web twisted more in it's own plane increasing the beam
rotation at ultimate and thus increasing lJe' Very faint yield lines appeared in the beam web of
Test 1.
3. Strength properties of the ATLSS Connection: Test 2 had the highest ductility factor.
This can be mostly attributed to the weld failure of the ATLSS Connection. The typical web plate
fracture above the top inner bolts holes never occurred because of the relief provided by this weld
failure.
The largest contribution to the higher ductility factor obtained with Specimen 3 as
compared with Specimen 1 is most likely attributed to the increase in strength of the ATLSS
Connections. This was evident as the connections of Test 2 and 3 gradually slipped. This tended
to delay fracture of the ATLSS Connections as the bolts slipped and thus increased the ductility
factor.
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3.7.5 Correlation with Finite Element Analysis
Table 7 shows the linear elastic stiffness values obtained in the Finite Element Analysis.
The linear elastic model results presented herein correlate well with the secant stiffness KscS and
beam deflection L\ot as presented and described in Table 7.
As shown in Table 8, the nominal flexural strength of the connection, Mnc", was always
less than the experimental yield moment, Mscy• This is because the rotational stiffness of the
ATLSS Connection is ignored in the computation of ~c·'
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4. CRUCIFORM JOINT TESTS
4.1 Test Program
Typical cruciform test subassemblages are shown in Figures 2.8, 4.3 and 4.4. They
represent a building structure's girder-to-column interior joint as shown in Figures 2.6 and 2.7.
The tests were planned to study primarily the behavior of the semi-rigid composite joints
subjected to negative bending acting simultaneously on both sides (monotonic downward loading).
The results of the six tests on three specimens are reported. Three primary goals of the
test program are:
1.) To determine the effect of two principal variables:
A. Number of effective headed steel srud shear cOlmectors
B. Transverse reinforcement location
2.) To determine characteristics of the composite joint behavior including moment-rotation
relationship, maximum strength, stiffness, ductility and the contribution of the ATLSS
Connection.
3.) To make comparisons of the moment-rotation relationship with the results of tests
conducted at the University of Minnesota on semi-rigid composite joints using
conventional wide-flange beam attachmentsY3.14,15.16.17]
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4.2 Details of Test Specimens
4.2.1 Description
Details of all the three cruciform specimens are presented in Figures 4.1 to 4.4. The
specimens consisted of Wl2xl9 composite beams attached with ATLSS Connections to a W8x48
column. Both the beams and the column were made of A36 steel. The column was bolted to
steel hinges attached to the test frame and a 3" thick steel plate bolted to the concrete floor as
depicted in Figure 4.11.
All the specimens used ATLSS Connections with the same geometric configuration as
shown in Figure 2.9. The ATLSS Connection was placed as low as possible on the beam web
to create the largest moment arm with the reinforcing in the slab. Thus, the bottom of the ATLSS
Connection web plates were placed at the top of the beam web's bottom fillet, consistent with the
pilot specimens.Shim plates were used in each test to remove the gap between the ATLSS
Connection web plates and the beam web to achieve a better slip resistance at the bolts. The
beam web hole diameters were 13/16" while the ATLSS Connection uses short - slotted holes for
tolerance purposes.
Steel headed stud shear connectors 1/2" in diameter were installed on the top flange of
the beam to achieve composite action with the slab. The top slab consisted of 3" thick normal-
weight concrete cast on 1" deep formed metal decking with corrugations parallel to the
longitudinal axis of the beam.
The longitudinal reinforcing in the slab consisted of six #3 Grade 60 deformed bars. The
bar centroids were set at the same vertical distance from the centroid of the ATLSS Connection
web plates as the top plate was in the pilot specimen tests.
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The load points were selected at the simulated "inflection points" of the prototype frame
as shown in Table 2, consistent with the pilot specimens. Bearing pedestals that transferred the
actuator load to the beam, partially shown in Figures 4.1 and 4.3, were designed for large
rotations and displacements. Stiffeners were provided under the load point for added assurance
against web buckling or crippling.
The specimens were constructed as free standing units in another section of the laboratory.
Specimens I and 2 were constructed simultaneously and then individually moved to the test frame
for testing. When one test was complete, the specimen was removed and replaced by the next.
Specimen 3 was re-constructed from Specimen 1 and tested in the same manner.
4.2.2 Design
The cruciform specimen geometric configuration was arrived at by scaling down the
ATLSS Four Story Prototype Structure as discussed in Chapter 2. The bay dimensions and story
heights for the prototype frame were selected from The University of Minnesota[13,14,15,16,17]
full scale semi-rigid composite test frame shown in Figure 1.2. See Figures 1.3 to 1.6 for the
University of Minnesota joint details.
Two alterations from the prototype frame to the crucifonn specimens were made. A
W12x19 was used in lieu of a W12x16 shown in Figure 2.7 because the web better accommodated
the ATLSS Connection as discussed in Chapter 2. The Wl2x19 beams, after scaling up, is more
representative of the W21x57 beams used in the three full scale cOIUlection tests conducted at The
University of Minnesota[17]
The other alteration to the model of Figure 2.7 was made on the interior W8x2l column.
After scaling up. a W8x48 was more representative of the W14x145 used in their tests. Since it
was the behavior of the composite joints that was being studied (not on participation of column
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in joint behavior), a stiffer column would introduce less deformations into the system during
testing.
The most noted differences between a typical scaled up cruciform specimen and the
University of Minnesota test specimens used by Leon are as foHows:
1. Load points - The load points in Leon's monotonic tests were approximately 9'-4"
from the face of the column. The corresponding distance in a scaled up cruciform is 4'-
11 1/2" as discussed in Table 2. This gave a higher, more realistic shear to moment ratio.
In addition, the loads in this test program are applied directly to the girder, simulating the
load distribution through floor beams in an actual structure. The loads in Leon's test were
applied through the top slab which may create an un-realistic amount of friction resistance
between the slab and concrete, thus effecting the true composite action.
2. Formed metal deck orientation - The corrugations of the metal decking used in
Leon's tests were perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of the beam. The corrugations
of the tests conducted here ran parallel to the longitudinal axis. It was felt the latter
would provide a more realistic condition in building construction where metal deck spans
floor beam to floor beam. This places the deck corrugations parallel to the supporting
girder as shown in the framing plan and details of Figure 2.1. The shear stud capacity
can be greatly effected by the size of the concrete haunch, amount and location of
transverse reinforcing and the spacing of studs as discussed in Chapter 2. It is
emphasized that the cruciform specimen beams actually represent girders, although they
are labeled as beams throughout the majority of this thesis.
3. Concrete flange, berr - The concrete flanges of Leon's tests were 60" wide. The
scaled up cruciform has an effective flange width of the concrete floor slab in the
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prototype as per the LRFD AISC Manual as discussed in Chapter 2. The representative
o
effective flange width here is 77".
4. Reinforcement ratio - The reinforcement ratio of Leon's tests where formed metal
decking was used is .0067 using an average slab thickness of 4" and eight #4 Grade 60
reinforcing bars. The reinforcement ratio of specimens in this test program was .0057
using an average slab thickness of 2.5" and six #3 Grade 60 reinforcing bars were used.
However, the total amount of longitudinal reinforcing provided is a better comparison for
the case of negative bending tests. The six #3 bars represent 1.93 in2 in the prototype
determined from scaling up this area of steeL This corresponds to 20.5% more area than
provided in Leon's tests. The outer most distance between longitudinal bars of 2'-8"
across the slab width in the cruciform specimen is representative of approximately 54 1/2"
used in Leon's tests.
5. Stud shear connectors - The amount of stud shear connectors provided in cruciform
specimens of this program were designed for the reinforcing bar yield force with some
added overstrength as discussed in Chapter 2. In all the University of Minnesota tests,
the specimens were relatively much longer and the moment gradient much smaller, so
more strength and stiffness for composite action was obtained by the large number of f
studs provided relative to the force produced by the reinforcing.
The AISC LRFD Manual does not require a check of the horizontal shear resistance of
a critical shear surface shown in Figure 4.7. As long as the minimum requirements concerning
wp 1\, Hs and stud spacing are met and that the stud reduction formula is checked, the full
capacity of each stud can be used in design. (See Chapter 2 for a complete discussion.)
The metal deck was spread apart over the supporting beam to create a w~ ratio of 2 as
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shown in Figures 4.2 and 4.4. This was done to match the same ratio that would be found in
standard 2" composite deck continuous over the longitudinal axis of the beam.
The stud shear connector design for Specimens I and 2 was based on the provisions of
Chapter I in the AISC LRFD Manual.[29J The end stud on the other side of the load point was
never considered in the strength calculations for design and was provided to hold the end of the
slab down with a plate during testing. The design force was determined from:
Pr = 1.25~yr
The 1.25 is an overstrength factor for higher than expected yield stress levels of the reinforcing
and strain hardening.[13J The studs were installed with a Nelson Stud Welding Gun.
For Specimen 3, the stud shear connector design and the design for horizontal shear
transfer was based on the suggestions made in Chapter 2. The design force equalled the ultimate
force in the reinforcing bars reached in the test conducted on Specimen 2, as shown in Table 6:
Pm = 55.2 kips
The stud length was increased to 2 1/2" to provide more concrete resistance for horizontal shear
and allow more cover for the transverse reinforcing under the head of the stud. Since these studs
had to be cut from a 3" supplied length, they could no longer be installed with the stud gun and
were manually welded with a fillet weld around the perimeter.
The design force for future testing can be suggested based on the results of cruciform
Specimen 3 where the highest level of strain hardening was reached: (refer to Table 6)
Pm = 1.31A,Fy
Transverse reinforcing was provided at each stud shear connector in all tests. Figures 4.2
and 4.4 show their locations relative to the height of the individual stud shear connectors.
The concrete mix designs are given in Tables 4 and 5. The strength provided in
Specimens 1 and 2 was designed to develop the maximum strength of one stud shear connector
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according to the LRFD AISC Manual provisions. Accelerator and more cement was provided to
this mix design for Specimen 3 to increase the rate of strength gain.
The ATLSS Connection weld details in Figure 4.1 were intended to develop the full
capacity of the connection subjected to tension.
An estimate of the maximum slip resistance, Rbs , provided by four 3/4" diameter A325
bolts tensioned to 30 kips can be made assuming a coefficient of friction of .27 on the two faying
surfaces[39].
Roo = (2)(.27)(30)(4) = 64.8 kips
Assuming an equal distribution of forces in the bolt group and ignoring torsional components of
forces caused by connection eccentricity, an upper bound applied load, P, can be estimated. HsAC
is approximated by assuming M.AC = 0;
HsAC = (31 "/d)P = 2.7P
where 31" is the horizontal distance from the applied load point to the center of the bolt group.
The approximate maximum inclined load on the bolt group, Rbu, is obtained by combining
H.AC and P:
RbU = 2.9P
Equating Rbu and Rbs gives an upper bound applied load at which slip would occur,
P =22.3 kips
4.2.3 Construction
The steel beams were donated by the Bethlehem Steel Corporation, Bethlehem PA and
delivered to the laboratory in 15 foot sections. These were the same sections used in the pilot
specimen test program. The reinforcing bars were delivered in twenty foot lengths. The shear
studs were donated by the Nelson Stud Company, Inc. and the metal deck was donated by United
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Steel Deck, Inc. The normal-weight concrete was delivered to the laboratory in a concrete mixing
truck. The A325 bolts used were from the same lot as used in the pilot test program.
Specimen 3 used the same beams, column, ATLSS Connections and 1/16" shim plates as
used for Specimen 1. This is because the test on Specimen I did not reach the intended load, thus
the connections were not severely damaged.
The ATLSS Connections were welded to the fabricated column using the procedure
described in Figure 4.1. Preheating of the connections was specified because of the high carbon
content of the connection material.
The shear studs were welded to the beam and then the ATLSS Connection tenons were
bolted snug to the web with shim plates. A 2" long 5/8" diameter threaded rod was welded to
the top of the stud furthest from the column face in Specimen 3. This was done so a small plate
could be bolted to hold the slab down in case it tended to lift during the test as it did in Specimen
1. The same was done to Specimen 2, but at every stud (guided by the observed performance of
Specimen 1)
The beams were then attached to the free standing column by engaging the tenon to the
mortise. Four support legs, one on each corner of the specimen, were attached to angles
connected perpendicular to the beam webs. Thus the free standing cruciform was supported on
five points.
All 3/4" diameter bolts were then tensioned to 30 kips with the calibrated torque wrench
described in Chapter 3. This was done before the formwork and deck were set because the space
under the specimen is limited.
Wood edge forms consisting of two built up 2 x 4's (3" high x 3 l/2"wide) with a bottom
plywood edge to support the deck were installed. The assembly was supported off the angles
fixed to the beam web. The metal deck was cut and placed inside the perimeter of the formwork.
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The deck was tack welded to the beams in Specimens I and 2 only. The deck in specimen 3 was
not secured to the beam. In all cases, the deck was secured to the perimeter formwork with small
1/4" bolts to prevent the deck from lifting during pouring of the concrete. After the forms were
stripped, these bolts were removed.
In certain areas concrete block outs were necessary; they were formed with rigid
styrofoam insulation board. First, the shim block was isolated from the concrete as shown in the
bearing details of Figures 4.1 and 4.3. This was done so the two would not make contact during
the test and thus interfere with the composite action of the slab. The reinforcing bar locations
where the clip gages were to be positioned for the test were blocked out to the dimensions shown
in Figure 4.9. In addition, the 5/8" diameter threaded rod mentioned previously was isolated from
the concrete so it would not interfere with the action of the stud during the test.
The reinforcing was then secured to the formwork and supported off the top of the deck
to the dimensions shown in Figures 4.1 to 4.4. The formwork was marked at all reinforcing bar
locations so they could be easily located after the concrete was poured.
The concrete was then poured fr0E1 a concrete mixing truck. The specimens were secured
temporarily with "c" clamps and angle iron to prevent racking of the specimens during pouring.
Standard 6" diameter concrete cylinders were made to establish the strength history up to and
beyond the test date. The curing procedures are given in Tables 4 and 5.
After the strength of the concrete reached the specified level, the slab was marked at the
reinforcing bar locations and then the forms were stripped. The specimen was then moved to the
test frame site with a fork lift truck and a small hydraulic portable lift and then bolted in place.
The actuator bearing pedestals were welded to the shim blocks and the guide frames were set in
place and secured. The final configuration is shown in Figure 4.11.
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The specimen was then instrumented and the beams and column white washed with a
mixture of lime and water used for detection of yield lines during testing. The 3/4" bolts were
given a final check with the torque wrench in case they had loosened during transportation and
installation in test frame.
The 1/2" diameter seating bolts were tightened as much as possible before the start of the
test. Detailed seating tests were not performed as in the pilot specimens. The instrumentation in
each test was too confining and was not worth the risk of disturbing the transducers.
4.2.4 Instrumentation
The instrumentation layout is given in Figures 4.8 and 4.9. Figure 4.10 is a list of the
linear voltage displacement transducers and electrical resistance strain gages shown in these
figures. This list also relates the transducer to it's function in the experiment. All displacement
measurements were referenced from the floor and the column.
In Figures 4.8 to 4.10, references are made to strain gages designated as "Series" A and
linear voltage displacement transducers as "LVDT's". Temperature compensating 120 ohm
polyurethane encapsulated strain gages were used. All LVDT's were calibrated in house with full
traceability.
Calibrated clip gages were designed and manufactured to measure reinforcing bar
elongation and were located on all the six longitudinal reinforcing bars on one half of the
specimen as shown in Figure 4.9. The clip gages were used to make one half of the specimen
statically determinate for evaluation of the ATLSS Connection reactions throughout the entire
elastic and inelastic displacements. Strain gages were also used at these locations to help capture
the strains and provide information about bar stresses in the elastic range. Other than the clip
gages and strain gages, the two sides ofthe cruciform configuration were instrumented identically.
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The data acquisition system was a MEGADAC 2300 manufactured by OPTIM Electronics
Corporation. This computer controlled 16 bit resolution data acquisition system has 256 channel
capability running full signal conditioning for both strain and voltage transducers.
OPUS 2000 software was used to run the data acquisition system. Ten samples of each
transducer at each displacement increment were read through OPUS. Each data point was
obtained through OPUS's data reduction capabilities by averaging the ten samples for each
transducer.
4.2.5 Material Properties
The material properties and plastic moment values of the specimens are given in Table
3. Strength properties of the strucnrral steel were determined by performing tension tests on
standard rectangular tension specimens with an 8" gage length, ASTM designation E8-6IT. Stress
- strain properties were obtained for each material. Reinforcing bars were cut to 24" lengths and
tested in tension. The clip gages were also used to determine the reinforcing bar load-
displacement relation in the tension test.
A non-linear regression analysis was performed on the reinforcing bar tension test data
starting from the end of the short yield plateau. The best fit through the data varied as:
Pr = kl + k2x + k3x
2 + ~Xl/2
This form was used to establish Pr ' the axial force in all the reinforcing bars, in the specimen
tests for the inelastic range of displacements. One equation was established for the two lots of
reinforcing bars used in this experimental program. The elastic portion and yield plateau were
considered linear. All other material properties are described in Table 3.
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4.2.6 Clip Gage Design and Calibration
Details of the clip gages·are given in Figure 4.9. The use of clip gages and associated
concrete blockouts were justified as follows:
Typically, small diameter reinforcing bars are strain gaged by grinding off the ribs for an
established length of the bar, typically a function of it's diameter. The strain gage is bonded to
the reinforcing and the wires and gages protected with a wax coating to prevent damage from the
concrete when it is poured, cured and subjected to testing. Since the bond between the steel and
concrete is lost for the length of protected reinforcing, the concrete section is umeinforced at this
location. It therefore cracks during the first few load steps of the test. The slab acts at this
location the same as it would have if it was blocked out for clip gages.
The strain gage installation procedure is time consuming and not full proof. Strain gages
can easily be damaged during construction and testing. Also they are impractical to repair if
damaged before the test. The adhesive that establishes the bond between the bar and the gage
can't tolerate as much deformation as a well designed clip gage and will eventually break.
Therefore the force in the reinforcing bars may not be known for a large portion of the test. Clip
gages are reusable, easy to install and can tolerate all the inelastic deformations in a test if
designed properly.
Strain gages were installed on each side of each steel banding arm. Four gages were
wired together with 34 AWG solid copper (single strand) polyurethane enamel coated wire in a
120 ohm full bridge circuit. The steel banding arms act as cantilever beams. The 3/8" thick ann
plate that separates the arms was drilled and tapped for a 1/4" threaded brass support rod tied off
with monofilament wire to the bent support rods epoxied to the slab. As the bar elongates, the
arms bend and the gages are strained. If the concrete moved relative to the reinforcing as the
crack opened, the monofilament wire was slid along the bent rod to relieve any added tension.
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This usually did not occur and was caught early when it did. Refer to Figures 4.9 and 4.32 for
\
details of the clip gages.
The gages are typically set in punch marks space 21/16" apart. The additional 1/16" over
the 2" gage strained the gages at the zero load reference to achieve a definite displacement and
voltage output at the start of each test. The points were then fixed with a small amount of five
minute epoxy to prevent any movement within the gage points. The function of the monofilament
is to keep the clip gage in the reinforcing bar gage points as the deformations increased. A
relatively small amount of tension is required in the monofJ.lament to keep the clip gage in place.
No clip gages slipped out of the gage points during testing.
For calibration and testing, the clip gages are interfaced to a terminal block hardwired to
a signal conditioner which provided a 12 volt excitation and an output amplification of 400. The
conditioner also provided noise fJ.ltering. The clip gages were calibrated with a digimatic scale
on a calibration stand. Two pieces of reinforcing bars were fixed to the calibration stand, each
with one gage point. The clip gages were set in the gage points and the tips were epoxied.
Monofilament line was used to tie down the gage. The clip gages were then calibrated in varying
increments to .3" and back. It generally took fifteen seconds for the voltage reading to stabilize
after a displacement, thus the voltage-displacement values were recorded every fifteen seconds
after a displacement increment. Each gage was calibrated this way for three cycles and the data
was averaged. A linear regression was performed on the averaged data and a voltage/displacement
coefficient for each gage was determined.
This method of anchoring and displacing the clip gage arms was practiced many times
before calibration and actual testing so a level of consistency was established.
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4.3 Test Setup and Loading Procedure
The test setup is shown in Figure 4.11. A frame analysis and design of the test frame was
performed as discussed in Chapter 3. The results of the frame analysis are shown in this figure.
It gives the forces and moments in the critical members as a result of a 10 kip-ft unbalanced
moment applied by the actuators on the test column. Guide frames were designed and installed
to prevent the beams from laterally displacing at high inelastic displacements. At lower levels of
displacement, the concrete slab should provide adequate support.
A closed loop hydraulic system controlled the load actuators. An MTS Temposonic linear
displacement transducer attached to the actuator provided feedback to a control computer that
controlled the hydraulic service manifold supplying hydraulic fluid to the actuator. The 150 kip
actuators were fitted with a Lebow 120 kip load cell and a fabricated bearing pedestal that applied
the load to the beams. The bearing pedestal design is described in Chapter 3.
The zero load position for the start of each test was taken as the point at which there was
no load in the reinforcing bars. The self-weight of the specimens was neglected. Loading
proceeded in small displacement increments not exceeding .02" in the elastic range. The specimen
was loaded until the concrete cracked across the width of the slab near the column face. The
specimen was then unloaded on each side to zero load.
Loading proceeded again with the same displacement increments up to and beyond
yielding of the reinforcing. Displacement increments were increased gradually in the inelastic
range. The maximum increments used toward the end of the tests were generally .05". Fifteen
seconds after each displacement increment, all the transducer readings were recorded. This was
done for maintaining consistency with the clip gage calibration.
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4.4 Finite Element Analysis
The finite element mesh and boundary conditions are presented in Figure 4.5. The models
were analyzed using SAP90,l36J a linear elastic finite element software analysis program. The
model was initiated in the pilot specimen program as described in Chapter 3.
Figure 4.5 depicts the model for cruciform Specimen 3. The final model for Specimens
1 and 2 was similar and matched the actual design. The extent of concrete cracking is limited to
two locations, namely the clip gage and column centerline locations. A 5-kip load was applied
to the model representing a lO-kip load on each side of the specimen. KAc and ~ot, the composite
connection stiffness and deflection at the load point are presented in Table 7 for comparison with
actual test data
The stud shear connector model was adopted from Reference [10]. The model used here
is shown in Figure 4.5. The "A" element is a frame element with high bending and axial stiffness.
The "B" element is a beam element with high bending stiffness and an axial stiffness that
represents the secant stiffness (at a given load) of the stud shear connector load-slip relation
established for continuously loaded push-out tests.[7] This relation and the individual secant
stiffness selected for each model is shown in Figure 4.6.
4.5 Presentation of Test Results
4.5.1 Description
Cruciform specimen halves with the clip gages attached are designated as 10,20 and 30
while the other halves are designated as IN, 2N and 3N. The numbers 1, 2 and 3 represent the
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cruciform specimen identification number and the "G" and "N" represent the specimen side
differentiated by clip gage locations; G for the clip gaged half of the specimen and N for the side
with no clip gages. A total of three specimens with two halves each give six beams and six
connections, 1G through 3N.
Tables 6, 7 and 8 summarize the structural properties and report test results of all three
cruciform specimens. Table 6 was contains all the pertinent information for future stud shear
connector design. Tables 7 and 8 summarize connection strengths, stiffnesses and ductilities.
Figures 4.12 to 4.27 show all the plotted results. Static force and displacement curves
similar to those presented in the pilot specimen test results are given in Figures 4.13 to 4.15 and
4.19 to 4.21. The Static Force and Deformation Diagram is given in Figure 4.12. Enlarged
moment-rotation curves for both sides of the specimen are presented in Figures 4.25 to 4.27 for
the initial 10 mRad beam rotation range.
The static force and deformation curves have equal divisions on the X axis so the reader
can easily determine the forces acting on the ATLSS Connection throughout the entire test.
All plots represent the data before and after the unload stage as previously mention.
Initial positive moment-rotation data is plotted for Specimen 3. This upward acting load was
applied at the beginning of the test to determine the initial stiffness for future design
considerations.
Beam rotation, ec , is defined as the sum of absolute value of the horizontal displacement
reading of LVDTl (or LVDTI) and the absolute value of the horizontal displacement reading of
LVDTI (or LVDT4) , both of which were secured to the beam flanges, divided by the
perpendicular distance separating the centerline of each LVDT. (Refer to Figure 4.8.)
The two moments reported, ~c and MsAC' have been non-dimensionalized with respect to the
plastic moment ~ of the steel section.
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Comparison moment-rotation curves with University of Minnesota connection Types 1
through 4 are given in Figures (28 to 4.30.
Figures 4.16 and 4.22 show the plotted results of the ATLSS Connection tenon vertical
displacement, !1AC ' and the corresponding vertical reaction, VsAC'
Figures 4.17 shows reinforcing bar force, Pp and the corresponding slab slip and Figure
4.18 shows Beam 30's neutral axis location and corresponding stress distribution.
4.5.2 ATLSS Connection Reaction Determination
The ATLSS Connection moment, horizontal and vertical reactions of Figures 4.13,4.14
and 4.15 were determined through statics as shown in Figure 4.12 by knowing Pro Pr was
determined using the calibrated clip gages and the load-displacement relation established from the
reinforcing bar tension tests. MsAC was calculated from the difference of the moment created by
the applied load and the resisting moment created by the reinforcing bar force.
4.5.3 Failure Modes
Table 8 gives a summary of the failure modes of the specimens.
Specimen 1 had it's test terminated early because of the combined stress failure on the
critical shear surface. The transverse reinforcing did not engage the failure surface as shown in
Figure 4.7. Connection 10 moment-rotation curves show this failure initiated at 7 mRads on the
gaged half.
The combined stress failure appeared to have initiated at the end of the slab on both sides.
The failure surface is as shown in Figures 2.10 and 4.7. Figure 4.33 shows the condition of the
slab end at a load step well into the failure. As the test progressed, failure progressed on both
halves towards the column and no increase in load was obtained. The test was soon terminated.
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Horizontal shear forces most likely produce the predominant stresses on the failure surface.
Tension forces on this surface may also have contributed to the failure, combining with the
horizontal shear stresses.
Specimen 2 was retrofitted with 2" long, 5/8" diameter threaded rods as shown in the slab
reinforcement detail of Figure 4.2. Now the transverse reinforcing engaged the potential failure
surface. Both halves of the specimen were tested to failure in positive bending after completion
of the negative bending test. The studs sheared off from negative bending on Beam 20 at
,-
ultimate and positive bending on Beam 2N. The exact sequence of the stud failure could not be
determined.
Large bolt slip of the friction connections occurred in both Specimens 2 and 3. The
maximum applied actuator load that can be sustained without slip by the four 3/4" diameter bolt
group was estimated at 22.3 kips in the design section of this chapter. The applied load Preached
19 kips on connection 20 and 22 kips on connection 3N just before the first large slips occurred.
Specimen 3 performed well through the inelastic range of the test except for the bolt slip
described earlier. Both halves of the specimen were tested to failure in positive bending after
completion of the negative bending test. As indicated in Table 8, two studs evenUlally pulled out
in a tension failure mode. TItis occurred at the last few displacement increments of the negative
bending test. Evaluation of the studs and welds after the slab was removed revealed the concrete
most likely rode up on the fillet weld as it slipped and induced tension into the sUlds. It then
follows that the two studs which failed in shear was due to the two that were lost from tension
failure. An ATLSS Connection tenon web plate fractured from the positive moment at the end
of the test as shown in Figure 4.33.
Common observations on all the three tests are as follows. Deformations were induced
above the top inner bolt holes of the ATLSS Connection tenon web plates. However, fracture did
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not occur here as in the pilot specimens because of the larger magnitude of bolt slip and lower
overall beam rotation Gc• In all the three tests on each half of the specimen, the concrete cracked
at roughly 45 degree angles starting from the end stud furthest from the column and propagated
to the end of the slab. Looking down on the slab from the column location, it was "V" shaped
with the stud located at the bottom of the "V". This happened at higher loads in each specimen
consistent with the increase in number of effective studs.
Since horizontal shear is theoretically zero at this location, the cracks must be attributed
to the deformation in the studs that occurred between the load point and the column. It seems
logical that if enough concrete is provided on the other side of the end stud and enough studs are
provided between the load point and the column, this cracking can be minimized.
The shear strength of (n-I) studs, or that amount between the load point and the column,
is given in Table 6. This value is approximately equal to the ultimate reinforcing bar force
achieved in Specimen 2. At ultimate load, the end studs can no longer be considered fully
effective because of the relief provided by the "V" cracking at the slab end.
In all the three specimens, yield lines initiated on the web of the beam near the top corner
and side of the web plates furthest from the column and fanned out as deformations increased.
However, the extent was not nearly as much as in pilot Specimens 2 and 3.
4.6 Evaluation of Test Results
4.6.1 Parameters
The three following parameters are now investigated in the light of the two principal
variables described in Section 4.1:
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1. Maximum Strength Ratio, Rs and RAe: - These are the ratios Mscu/Mp and
~ACu!MpAC' respectively. The ultimate moments, Mscu and ~ACu' are obtained
from the moment -rotation curves of Figures 4.13 to 4.15 and 4.19 to 4.21 and
are listed in Table 8. The plastic bending moments are given in Table 3.
2. Initial and Secant Stiffness, K.cT and K.cS: - The initial (tangent) stiffness is
the initial slope in the moment-rotation curves computed between the start and the
end of the first two displacement increments of the test beginning from zero load .
reference. The secant stiffness is load related. (See Table 7 for the definition
used herein.) Refer to Figures 4.25 to 4.27 for the moment-rotation curves in the
10 mRad range where the reported tangent and secant stiffnesses of Table 7 can
be compared.
3. Rotational Ductility Factor, Ps: - Ductility can be defined as the ability of a
structure to undergo increasing deformation beyond first significant yield
deformation while still sustaining load. The rotational ductility factor is given by
the peak rotation at ~cu divided by the rotation at first significant yield, ~cY'
).Is = 8Jey as presented in Table 8.
4.6.2 Maximum Strength Ratio, Rs and RAC
1. Number of effective headed steel stud shear connectors: This quantity increased for
each specimen as did Rs and RAC. Rs went up for all specimens. As seen in Table 6, PlU reached
in Specimen 3 was slightly higher than Specimen 2. The theoretical capacity of the studs was
almost met in Specimen 2 while the actual capacity of the studs was exceeded on Beam 20. Thus
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the addition of one more stud in Specimen 3 was appropriate and contributed to the increase in
Rs. The increase in Rs of Specimen 3 is also partly contributed to by the higher value of RAC'
RAC went up for all specimens. Bolt slip probably contributed to the degrading MsAC in Specimen
2 and the lower the value of RAC'
2. Location of transverse reinforcing: The position of the transverse reinforcing in each
test is given in Figure 4.2 and 4.4. The effect of this variable is apparent in Specimen 1 as noted
by the horizontal shear failure. This contributed to the lower values of Rs and RAe in test
Specimen 1. When the transverse reinforcing engaged the critical shear surfaces shown in Figure
4.7, higher values of Rs and RAC resulted.
4.6.3 Initial and Secant Stiffness, ~T and ~:
1. Number of effective headed steel stud shear connectors: The number of studs, in
general, probably does not effect ~cT' It appears that ~cS is more a function of this variable. In
each test ~cS went up consistent with the number of effective sruds, n.
2. Location of transverse reinforcing: The location of the reinforcing probably did not
directly influence the stiffnesses reported. For these levels ofload, the horizontal shear plane was
probably still in the uncracked stage.
4.6.4 Ductility Factor, Ile
1. Number of effective headed steel stud shear connectors: From this limited test data, it
is not conclusive as to whether this variable had a direct influence on the ductility of the
-'Ccfnnection. However, it was found in Reference [9] that connector density may reduce the
ductility of full moment composite beam-to-column connections.
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The ductility factor of Specimen I was not reported because no significant yield occurred
during the test. The ductility factor was significantly higher in Specimen 3 than in Specimen 2.
This was attributed to the larger value of beam rotation for Specimen 2 at the yield moment, MseY"
At yield, the bottom flange LVDT's in Specimen 2 gave much larger displacement readings as
compared to Specimen 3 at yield. Since the ultimate rotations were similar, the lower ductility
factor in Specimen 2 may be attributed to gradual bolt slip.
2. Location of transverse reinforcing: The location of transverse reinforcing was the main
reason why Specimen I never reached yield. Locating the transverse reinforcing through the
critical shear surface increased ductility.
4.6.5 Correlation with Finite Element Analysis
Table 7 shows the linear elastic stiffness values obtained in the Finite Element Analysis.
The linear elastic model of Figure 4.5 results in a lower bound stiffness comparable to the secant
stiffness, ~cS' of the experimental program for Specimens 2 and 3. The beam deflection, L\ol' is
representative of the experimental values obtained from Specimens I and 2. The model of
Specimen 3 overestimated ~ot compared to the experimental results.
As shown in Table 8, the nominal flexural strength ofthe connection MOne was always less
than the experimental value, Msey. This is because the rotational stiffness of the ATLSS
Connection is ignored in the computation of MOne•
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4.7 Result Comparisons
4.7.1 Pilot Specimens
In general, the overall behavior of the ATLSS Connections in the pilot specimens was
better than the cruciform specimens. The maximum strength and ductility factors for pilot
Specimens 2 and 3 were higher than the cruciform specimens. Generally, the cruciform specimens
exhibited larger initial and secant stiffnesses than the pilot specimens.
The upper bound applied load P that produces slip in the bolts agrees well with the actual
test results for cruciform Specimens 2 and 3 where most of the significant bolt slips occurred.
The fact that large bolt slips didn't occur in the pilot specimen tests may be attributed to a higher
friction coefficient of the connections. In all tests, the bolts were intentionally centered in the
holes so they were not in bearing.
4.7.2 University of Minnesota Specimens
Comparison curves are presented in Figures 4.28, 4.29 and 4.30. The variable in the three
figures is the ATLSS specimen connection curves. The plotted results represent the average of
both connections (2G and 2N, 3G and 3N) of the specimen, except for Specimen I where only
connection IN is given.
University of Minnesota Type 1 through Type 4 connection details are given in FigUfes
1.3 through 1.6 and the corresponding test results are presented in each of Figures 4.28 through
4.30. These University of Minnesota moment-rotation connection curves were enlarged from
Reference [15]. It is emphasized that the connection curves for Types 1, 2 and 3 are from
monotonic tests and connection Type 4 is from a cyclic test. The Type 4 curve represents the
moment-rotation envelope of the cyclic test. All results and conclusions given in this section for
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The University of Minnesota connection Types 1, 2, 3 and 4 may not be totally correct and the
reader is recommended to read References [13,14,15,16,17].
The following two factors must be considered while making the comparisons:
First, the University of Minnesota curves are non-dimensionalized to ~ of the steel
section using Fy =36 ksi and not the actual strength of the section. The cruciform results are non-
dimensionalized to the actual strength of the section as described in Table 3 which represents an
average Fy = 38.25 ksi for the W12X19 beams. For a proper comparison, the cruciform results
,
should be scaled up by a factor of 1.0625 (= 38.25 ksi/36 ksi).
Second, the yield force of the reinforcing bars in the University of Minnesota connection
tests for Types 2, 3, and 4 (Type 1 Fy was not obtained but assumed similar) using 8 #4 Grade
60 reinforcing bars is given by:
Pry =~y = (1.6 in2)(71.25 ksi) = 114 kips
The equivalent yield force of the reinforcing in the cruciform specimens, after scaling up,
is given below:
Specimen 1 and 2: Pry =~y = (1.93 in2)(71.5 ksi) = 138 kips
Specimen 3: Pry =~y = (1.93 in2)(67.0 ksi) = 129 kips
For a proper comparison, the cruciform results are to be scaled down by a factor of 114/138 =
.826 for Specimens 1 and 2 and 114/129 = .884 for Specimen 3. However, in this range of
rotation, the reinforcing in both Specimens 1 and 2 did not yield. The scale factor for reinforcing
strength then should not be applied to Specimens 1 and 2 and is changed here to 1.00. The
assumption in both cases is that the stress-strain properties of the reinforcing bars are similar.
Combining the two scale factors together result in the following total scale factors:
Specimen 1 and 2: (1.0625)(1.00) = 1.0625
Specimen 3: (1.0625)(.884) = .94
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The plotted results of Figures 4.28, 4.29 and 4.30 should therefore be adjusted as follows for a
proper comparison with connection Types I through 4:
Increase plotted values approximately 6% on cruciform Specimens 1 and 2
Reduce plotted values approximately 6% on cruciform Specimen 3
As shown in the cruciform Specimen 3 curve, a slight "sag" appears in the curve in the
beginning of the test. Possible causes may be attributed to one or more of the following. Since
this connection had been re-used from Specimen 1, loss in friction resistance could have resulted
from the relative sliding of surfaces which may have previously occurred during testing. It also
might have been caused from the connections not being well seated due to the initial load steps
producing positive bending in the connections or from plastic deformation in the mortise that
resulted from Test 1.
The maximum strength factors and corresponding rotations of the individual connections
are now compared. The University of Minnesota values given here were approximated from the
curves given in Figures 1.2 and 1.6.
A better compari~on exists when the~ used in the non-dimensionalizing of strengths are
from the same Fy (36 ksi). Thus the current results will be scaled up by a factor of 1.0625 as
discussed earlier. The differences in the yield force of the reinforcing is not considered.
ecu
Type 1
Type 1 (top angle)
Type 2
Type 3
Type 4
ATLSSI (CCIG/CCIN)
ATLSS2(CC2G/CC2N)
ATLSS3(CC3G/CC3N)
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1.00
1.22
.93
.72
.36
.60/.58 (scaled up)
.86/.95 (scaled up)
1.00/1.00 (scaled up)
39
47
13
39
10
7/11
50/56
57/58
5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Three simulated semi-rigid connection tests and six semi-rigid composite joint tests made
of ordinary steel and composite steel-concrete sections were performed. All tests used the ATLSS
Shear Connection. Moment-rotation, maximum strength, initial and secant stiffness and ductility
of the joints were evaluated. The contribution of the ATLSS Connection in the overall moment-
rotation behavior was determined. An application towards frame design was made with a
prototype building structure. Current building codes, standard design specifications and results
of this experimental program were used in the design and analysis. Non-dimensionalized moment-
rotation connection curves were compared to connection tests conducted at The University of
Minnesota.
Suggestions were made on the important aspects of design for horizontal shear transfer
in negative moment regions of composite beams in unbraced frames using semi-rigid composite
connections.
Throughout this research project, a major effort was focused on establishing a strong
foundation for further research. With this in mind, a list of pertinent references and design
information has been developed for all aspects of this research and should prove helpful to future
researchers.
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Based on the test results, several conclusions may be drawn:
1) The maximum strength in negative bending of the type of semi-rigid composite joint
studied using the ATLSS Connection can reach 94% of the plastic bending moment of
the bare steel section.
2) The maximum strength in positive bending of the semi-rigid composite joint studied can
reach 76% of the plastic bending moment of the bare steel section.
3) The maximum strength and ductility of the connection is equally good or better than those
connections tested at The University of Minnesota with standard steel flange and web
attachments.
4) The initial connection stiffness is comparable with the University of Minnesota
Connection Type 4. The secant stiffness is comparable to the University of Minnesota
Connection Types 1, 3 and 4.
5) The ATLSS Connection was responsible for a minimum of 16% and a maximum of 18%
of the total resisting moment at yield. It was responsible for a minimum of 17% and
maximum of 25% of the total moment at ultimate. These figures are applicable to
cruciform Specimens 2 and 3 only.
6) Material composition of the ATLSS Connection affected performance. The level of bolt
slip increased and the weldability decreased with strength increases in the ATLSS
Connections.
7) The maximum strength of stud shear connectors calculated herein are in good agreement
with cruciform Specimens 2 and 3 test results.
8) Transverse reinforcing location has a substantial effect on the maximum useable strength
of stud shear connectors in negative moment regions of composite beams with metal deck
corrugations parallel to the beam longitudinal axis.
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9) A method of semi-rigid unbraced frame design has been established through the
development of a linear spring connection model using SODA.[35J A building frame
aspect ratio of .987 was achieved using a lower bound connection stiffness determined
from this experimental program while using lower bound composite girder moment of
inertia. The recommended allowable interstory drift limits for lateral wind loads were
satisfied.
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Table 1 Four Story Prototype and Model Structure - Structural Properties
PROTOTYPE" MODEL"
W21x44 W12x16
Girder Fy 36 36
Column Fy 50 50
Reinforcing Fy 60 60
Shear Studs Fu 60 60
f'c 4000 4000
beff 77 45
A..w 38.4 13.1
llb
w 1465 175
l,b+ 1662 196
llb.- 1169 143
~Mn- 4193 880
~Mn+ 4690 958
IQnC+moment) 182.7 58
K.cb 585 117
d 19.63 11.43
M"c -1661 NA
~Mnc· 1862 385
A.. 1.86 .66
Pr20 = 1.15A..Fyr 128.3 45.5
vr 6.11 3.21
vrQn 42.8 16.1
~c 20.9 9.3
I~ 146.3 55.8
"Refer to Figures 2.1 through 2.9
~efer to Table 7 for connection stiffness K.cs for model
C20% reduction applied to stud capacity in negative moment legions
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Table 2 Four Story Prototype Structure Semi-Rigid Composite Frame
Analysis Results - Linear Spring Connection Model Design Method
AISC LOAD COMBINATIONS
LEFT SPAN" 3-1b 3-2 3-3 3-4 3-6
Pu -19.7 -24.8 -24.8 -8.8 -1.2
M.,c,L 0 -890 -394 480 756
Vuc,L 19.7 40.7 37.6 20.3 8.7
M.,c,R 0 -1200 -1661 -1176 -804
Vuc,R 19.7 42.7 45.8 31.1 18.9
M.,+ 2023 3288 3467 2567 1652
tlH 0 0 .27 .44 .44
IL 0'-0" 3'-1" 1'-7" 18'-10" 14'-5"
I C 0'-0" 3'-10" 4'-9" 6'-10" 11 '-3"R
AISC LOAD COMBINATIONS
RIGHT SPAN" 3-1b 3-2 3-3 3-4 3-6
Pu -19.7 -24.8 -24.8 -8.8 -1.2
M.,c,L 0 -1200 -734 336 696
Vuc,L 19.7 42.7 39.6 21.0 8.8
M.,c,R 0 -890 -1380 -1116 -840
Vuc,R 19.7 40.7 43.8 30.4 18.8
M.,+ 2023 3288d 3331 2490 1601
tlH 0 0 .27 .44 .44
ILc 0'-0" 3'-11" 2'-8" 18'-10" 13'-8"
IR 0'-0" 3'-1" 4'-4" 6'-10" 12'-0"
"Refer to Figures 2.1, 2.2 and 2.6. Sign convention: Forces. + up, Moments, - producing tension
on top of section
bAll moments and forces under this load combination act on the non-composite section.
CAverage inflection points (refer to nomenclature for definition of inflection point used herein) of
left and right spans for load combinations causing negative bending at the connections is 5'-6 1(2".
This is the basis for the established load point of 33" from the beam ends in the experiment
program and is equal to the scale factor of .5844 x (5'-6 1(2" - 14"(2 - 2 13/16"). See Figure 2.6
and 2.8
dOCcurs at 2(3 point of span.
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Table 3 Experimental Program Material Properties and Plastic Moment Values
PILOT NO.· 1 2 3
ATLSS Connectionb A27 Gr.70-36 A148 Gr.80-50 A148 Gr.80-50
F/Fu 38.9n6.9 54.6/85.4 54.6/85.4
MpAC 76.9 108 108
Bolts A325 A325 A325
Beam A36 A36 A36
F/Fuflanges 39/67 38/65 38/65
Fy/Fu web 39/68 41/65 41/65
~c 2399 945 945
Top Plate A36 A36 A36
Fy/Fu 33/59 39/62 39/61
Column, ASTM GR. A36 A36 A36
CRUCIFORM NO.· 1 2 3
ATLSS Connectionb A148 Gr.80-50 A148 Gr.80-50 A148 Gr.80-50
Fy/Fu 72.4/110.6 72.4/110.6 72.4/110.6
~AC 143.2 143.2 143.2
Bolts A325 A325 A325
Beam A36 A36 A36
Fy/Fu flanges 38/65 38/65 38/65
Fy/Fu web 41/65 41/65 41/65
~c 945 945 945
Reinforcing Bars A615, Gr. 60 A615, Gr. 60 A615, Gr. 60
Fy/Fu 71.5/99 71.5/99 67/108
fc 4300 4300 5080
Shear Studsb AWS D1.1, Type B AWS D1.1, Type B AWS D1.1, Type B
Fy/Fu 52.6/63.1 52.6/63.1 66.2nO.5
Column A36 A36 A36
•"Engineering" or "Nominal" stresses are reported except for shear studs where "true" stress is
reported.
Troperties obtained from supplier's mechanical test report.
crhe ~ of the Wl2x19 is based on Fy of the flanges and web. The flange yield stress is based
on the average of 4 tensile coupon tests, 2 from the top flange and 2 from the bottom. The web
yield stress is based on the averages of 3 tensile coupon tests evenly distributed over the height.
Only 2 tensile coupon tests were performed on the W14x38 section, one each of the flange and
web.
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Materialsa
Table 4 Test 1 and 2 Concrete Mix Design and Strength History
Quantities per Cubic Yard
#8 Crushed Limestone (1.0% Moisture Content)
Martin Creek Sand (4.0% Moisture Content)
Cement (Type 1 Portland)
Fly Ash
Water'
Strength HistoryC - Date poured Nov. 24, 1992
fc (7 days) - Moist Cured, wrapped with polyethylene
1575 lb.
1529 lb.
450 lb.
90 lb.
30 gal.
4 1/2"
2200 psi
fc (14 days)- Wet Cured, cured under water, cylinder molds off 2724 psi
fc (28 days)- Moist Cured, wrapped with polyethylene
fc (55 days)- Dry Cured, exposed
fc (86 days)- Dry Cured, exposed
3776 psi
4336 psi
4650 psi
aConcrete was supplied and delivered by Eastern Industries Inc.., Allentown, PA
in a 10 cubic yard concrete mixing truck with a back conveyor and poured in the
ATLSS Testing Facility North Bay. A small vibrator was required to facilitate
the placement of concrete. Concrete slabs were screeded level, floated with a
magnesium trowel and received a steel trowel finish.
bAn additional 2 gallons (28 gal. + 2 gal. =30 gal.) of water was added at ATLSS
because the mix was unworkable. The final slump is as indicated at 4 1/2".
C'J'he strength history indicated are of 6" diameter standard cylinder molds. The
degree of curing of the cylinders is indicated ie.. wet cured from day 7 to day 14.
The slabs were kept continuously moist and covered with burlap and plastic from
the date of pouring to day 28 and thereafter dry cured. Ambient air temperatures
in the North Bay were generally around the 60oF- 65 of range.
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Materialsa
Table 5 Test 3 Concrete Mix Design and Strength History
Quantities per Cubic Yard
#8 Crushed Limestone (1.0% Moisture Content)
Martin Creek Sand (3.0% Moisture Content)
Cement (Type 1 Portland)
Fly Ash
Water
Slump
Accelerator 122HE
Strength Historyb - Date poured Feb. 9, 1993
fc (9 days) - Moist Cured, wrapped with polyethylene
fc (24 days)- Dry Cured, cylinder molds off, exposed
fc (31 days)- Dry Cured, exposed
1590 lb.
1491 lb.
550 lb.
90 lb.
28 gal.
7 1/2"
128 Oz.
4088 psi
5080 psi
5358 psi
aConcrete was supplied and delivered by Eastern Industries Inc.. , Allentown, PA
in a 10 cubic yard concrete mixing truck with a back conveyor and poured in the
ATLSS Testing Facility North Bay. A small vibrator was required to facilitate
the placement of concrete. Concrete slabs were screeded level, floated with a
magnesium trowel and received a steel trowel finish.
IYrhe strength history are of 6" diameter standard cylinder molds. The degree of
curing of the cylinders is indicated ie.. dry cured from day 9 to day 24. The
slabs were kept continuously moist and covered with burlap and plastic from the
date of pouring to day 9 and thereafter dry cured. Ambient air temperatures in
the North Bay were generally around the 60oF- 650F range.
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Table 6 Cruciform Test Specimen Structural Properties
Crucifonn TEST 1 TEST 2 TEST 3
lett 260 273 287
Ilb+ 224 238 251
Ilb.- 172 172 172
IB 130 130 130
YENAert 11.72 11.72 11.83
YENAlb .+ 7.98 8.26 8.52
YENA1b.- 6.97 6.97 6.97
~- 1288 1288 1270
~+ 1384 1446 1503
d 11.54 11.54 11.54
~c- 545 545 510
Pry =A;Fyr 39.6 39.6 39.6
Pry =A;Fy 47.2 47.2 44.2
Pr20 NA 50.5 52.5
Pru NA 55.2 58
A.:v 4.4 4.0 5.07
A..- 0 .03385 .044
n 5 6 7
~~A :F:E 9.88 9.88 10.21Q," 2 5C c
Vf: Ec ~130
Q," ~ ~60 11.78 11.78 11.78
Vr 2.2b 2.9 3.8
VrQn 14.3 18.9 19.0
Q, 9.88 9.88 10.21
EQ, =nQ, 49.40 59.28 71.47
"Refer to Chapter 2 for reason of 20% reduction
bConcrete shear strength of .50 ksi used here only represents sections initially uncracked,
refer to Chapter 2
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Table 7 Composite Connection Elastic Flexural Stiffness Summary -
Experimental and Analytical
CONNECTION STIFFNESSES' (kip-in/mRAd)
Experimental SAP90-F.E.A.
K,} K.csc KAc
Pilot Specimen 1 129 122c/(- .122)d 121/(-.119)d
Pilot Specimen 2 164 105/(-.141) 103/(-.126)
Pilot Specimen 3 197 140/(-.109) 123/(-.1 09)
Cruciform Specimen 1
Composite Connection IG 189 135/(-.108) 159/(-.090)
Composite Connection IN 201 150/(-.098)
Cruciform Specimen 2
Composite Connection 2G 214 210/(-.101) 159/(-.090)
Composite Connection 2N 125 117/(-.137)
Cruciform Specimen 3
Composite Connection 3G 54 250/(-.067) 166/(-.087)
Composite Connection 3N 111 325/(-.063)
Cruciform Specimen 3
(positive)e
Composite Connection 3G 208e 230e/(+.033) 255/(+.038)
Composite Connection 3N 172 212/(+.031) 255/(+.038)
'Connection stiffnesses correspond to a static monotonic downward load producing negative
bending on the connections, unless otherwise noted: .
bCorresponds to the initial slope of the moment-rotation curves computed between the start and end
of the first two displacement increments from the zero load position. In the case of cruciform
specimens, values represent the concrete in the uncracked state.
C'fhese values represent the connection stiffness of the reloading stage after the specimens were
unloaded. In the case of cruciform specimens, unloading commenced after cracks in the concrete
opened across the specimen width (bell) at the column faces.
dValues in parenthesis represent beam deflections (inches) at the load point as a result of the load
(...10 kips) that produced the scaled down maximum value of M..c obtained from the prototype
frame analysis. Experimental values represent ~l as measured from the permanent deformation
displacement present after the unload stage.
eFor Cruciform Specimen 3, a static monotonic upward load producing a moment of approximately
215 kip-inches on both sides of the specimen was applied at the start of the test. This value is
approximately the scaled down value of M..c obtained from the prototype frame analysis.
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Pilot 2 -
Pilot 3 -
Table 8 Specimen Strength and Ductility Factors / Failure Mode Summary
Specimen" ~Cy/M,cy M,cy/Mp MnciMp R.AC R. e Scu llecy
PSI .215 .19 .18 3.74 .30 8 119 14.9
PS2 .047 .59 .54 3.01 1.15 8 174 21.8
PS3 .214 .87 .80 3.67 1.51 9 140 15.6
CCIGb - - .58 .30 .56 - 7 -
CCIN> - - - - .55 - 11 -
CC2G .182 .71 .58 .89 .81 13 50 3.8
CC2N - .69 - - .89 12 56 4.7
CC3G .161 .66 .54 1.53 .94 5 57 11.4
CC3N - .64 - - .94 4 58 14.5
CC2Gc - - - - .68 - - -
CC2~ - - - .76 - - -
-
CC3Gc - - - - .48 - - -
CC3~ - - - - .75 - -
-
"PS ;;; Pilot Specimen; CC;;; Cruciform Specimen Composite Connection
bReinforcing did not yield in reported results, see failure mode summary below.
CAfter completion of the monotonic downward test, specimen 2 and 3 were loaded to failure in
positive bending
FAILURE MODE SUMMARY
Pilot 1 - Fracture on the net section of both ATLSS Connection tenon web plates above top inner
bolt holes. Occurred simultaneously.
Top horizontal weld failure on ATLSS Connection.
Fracture on the net section of both ATLSS Connection tenon web plates above top inner
bolt holes. Did not occur simultaneously.
Cruciform 1 - Combined stress failure on critical shear surface, reinforcing did not yield in range of
reported data
Cruciform 2 - All shear studs failed except end studs furthest from column face. Studs appeared to fail
in negative bending on Beam 2G and in positive bending on Beam 2N.
Cruciform 3 - Negative Bending - Beam 3G - 4th and 5th studs out from the column face failed in
tension at the weld, one in base metal of stud and one in the weld metal. Studs 2 and 3
failed in shear. No failure associated with beam 3G.
Positive Bending - Beam 3G - Stud 7 failed in shear, Beam 3N - Fracture on gross
section of one ATLSS Connection web plate, emanating from the extreme bottom left
comer.
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ATLSS CONNECTION
WIDE-FLANGE COLUMN
CONCRETE SLAB
STUD SHEAR CONNECTORS
REINFORCING
METAL DECK
WIDE-FLANGE GIRDER
ATLSS CONNECnON
TYPICAL SEMI-RIGID COMPOSITE JOINT DETAIL
FIGURE 1.1 ATLSS CONNECnON AND TYPICAL SEMI-RIGID
COMPOSITE JOINT DETAIL
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ATLSS CONNECTION
WIDE-FLANGE COLUMN
CONCRETE SLAB
STUD SHEAR CONNECTORS
REINFORCING
METAL DECK
@@
@@
@@
@@ WIDE-FLANGE GIRDER
ATLSS CONNECTION
TYPICAL SEMI-RIGID COMPOSITE JOINT DETAIL
FIGURE 1.1 ATLSS CONNECTION AND TYPICAL SEMI-RIGID
COMPOSITE JOINT DETAIL
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SPECIMEN LABELS
SRCC1M AND SRCC4M!SRCC5M
TYPE 1,2 AND 3 CONNECnON DETAILS
FIGURE 1.2 TYPICAL UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA SEMI-RIGID COMPOSITE TEST SPECIMEN SUBASSEM8LAGES
MOMENT (KIP- IN)
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o
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ROTATION
SRCCIHR
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_ - - " SRCCIHL
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II
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I
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30 40
(mi 11 iRad ians)
50
2L~ X 3 1/2 X 1/4
9 1ft" LONe ('rtP)
mE 1 CONNECTION AND SECTION PROPE.=lTIES
W14X99 COLUMN - GRADE A36
+" NORMAL I'.8GHT CONCRETE SLAB (c (NOT OBTAINED)
8-#+ LONGITUDiNAL REINFORCING Fy (NOT OBTAINED)
o 6" O.C., S"l1.lETRlCAL ABOUT TIiE CCLUMN
CENn::RUNE FOR AN OUT TO OUT 'MOTH OF 5+ 1/2"
RElNFORCING COVER = I"
bert = 60'
2-5/8" DIA X 2 1/2" LONG STUD SHEAR CCNNECTDRS C 6" OC
mANSV£RSE RElNFORCING QUANTITY NOT OBTAINED
W14X38 - Mp (GRADE A36) = 2214- KIP-IN.
L6 X +X 3/8 X 8" \\IDE NOTE: ALL BOLTS ARE 3/4" DIA A325F. HEAVY HEX
TOP AND BOTTOM (15 TOTAL)
SPECIMEN LABEL SRCC1M JOINT
NOTE:
1. THE ABOVE GRAPH WAS PHOTOCOPIED FROM REFERENCE [17]. THE
REFERENCE FRAME FOR ROTAnON MEASUREMENT WAS SET 12' FROM THE COLUMN FACES
2. THE ABOVE DETAIL WAS DRAWN IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE INFORMAnON
PRESENTED IN REFERENCE [14]
FIGURE 1.3 - UNIVERSITY OF MINNNESOTA
TYPE 1 CONNECTION AND MOMENT-ROTATlON CURVE
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-rr---rr fm'E 3 CONNECTION T'tPE 2 CONNECTION AND SECTION PROFS=ll1ESW14X145 COLUMN - GRADE ,135
5" NORMAL i\£lGHT CONCRETE SLAB Ie = 4169 PSI
8-#+ LONGITUDINAL REINFORCING Fy = 71.25 KSI
o 5" C.C., S'l'NE1RlCAl ABOUT THE CCLUMN
CENTERUNE FOR AN OUT TO OUT 'MOTH OF 54 1/2"
RElNFORCING COVER = t"
beft = 60"
2-3/4-' OIA X 3 1/2" LONG SlUD SHEAil CONNECTORS
012" OC 'MTH 1-1+ TRANV£RSE REINFCRCING SAR
o 12" OC 'MTH STUDS
2" - METAL DECK
W21XS7 - Mp (GRADE ,136) = 4644 KIP-IN.
NOTE: ALL BOLTS ARE 7/8' DIA A32SF
(15 TOTAL)
SPECIMEN LABEL SRCC4M/SRCC5M JOINT
NOTE:
1. THE ABOVE GRAPH WAS PHOTOCOPIED FROM REFERENCE [17]. IT
REPRESENTS THE BEHAVIOR REFERENCED FROM THE COLUMN FACE.
2. THE ABOVE DETAIL WAS DRAWN IN ACCORDANCE 'MTH THE INFORMAnON
PRESENTED IN REFERENCE [17] AND CONVERSAnONS 'MTH THE AUTHOR'S .ADVISOR
FIGURE 1.4 - UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
TYPE 2 CONNECTION AND MOMENT-ROTAllON CURVE
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T'tPE 3 CONNECTION AND SECTION PROPERTIES
W14X14S COLUMN - GRADE A36
5" NORMAL v.£lGHT CONCRETE SU,B (c = 4169 PSI
B-#4 LONGHUDtNAL REINFORCING Fy = 71.25 KSI
o 6" O.C., SYMETRtCAL ABOUT THE COLUMN
CENTERUNE FOR AN OUT TO OUT WDir! OF 54 1/2"
REINFORCING COVER 2 1"
b<!ff = 60"
2-3/4" DtA X 3 I/Z" LONG STUD SHEAR CONNECTORS
o 12" OC WITH l-1lI4 lRANSVERSE REINFORCING BAR
o 12" OC WITH STUDS
2" - METAL DECK
WZ1XS7 - Mp (GRADE A36) = 4644 KIP-IN.
NOTE: ALL BOLTS ARE 7/B" DIA A325F
(10 TOTAL)
SPECIMEN LABEL SRCC4M/SRCCSM JOINT
NOTE:
1. TliE ABOVE GRAPH WAS PHOTOCOPIED fROM REFERENCE [17]. IT
REPRESENTS TliE BEHAVIOR REFERENCED fROM TliE COLUMN FACE.
2. TliE ABOVE DETAIL WAS DRAWN IN ACCORDANCE WITH TliE INFORMATION
PRESENTED IN REFERENCE [17] AND CONVERSATIONS WITH TliE AUTliOR'S ADVISOR
FIGURE 1.5 - UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
TYPE 3 CONNECTION AND MOMENT-ROTA1l0N CURVE
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T'tPE 4- CONNECTION AND SECTION PROPEHTIES
W14X14S COLUMN - GRADE A36
S" NORMAL \\£1GHT CONCRETE SLAB rc = +169 PSI
8-#4 LONGITUDINAL REINFORCING Fy = 71.25 KSI
o 6" O.C., S'lUE1R1CAL ABOUT TIiE CCLUMN
CENTERUNE FCil AN OUT TO OUT'MDTIi OF S4 1/2"
REJNFORCING COVER = 1"
~ff = 60"
1 - 3/+" DIA X 3 1/2" LONG STUD SHEAR CONNECTORS
012" OC 'MTH 1-#+ TRANVERSE REINFCRCING BAR
EAOi STUD LOCAnON
2" - METAL DECK
W21XS7 - Mp (GRADE A36) - 4644 KIP-IN.
NOTE: ALL BOLTS ARE 7/S" D1A A325F
(1S TOTAL PER CONNECTION)
SPECIMEN LABEL SRCC6C JOINT
NOTE:
1. THE ABOVE GRAPH WAS PHOTOCOPIED FROM REFERENCE [17]. IT
REPRESENTS THE BEHAY10R REFERENCED FROM THE COLUMN FACE.
THESE RESULTS ARE FROM T1-lE ENVELOPE OF THE HYSTERESIS CURVES
2. THE ABOVE DETAIL WAS DRAWN IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE INFORMAnON
PRESENTED IN REFERENCE [17] AND CONVERSATIONS WITH THE AUTHOR'S ADY1S0R
FIGURE 1.6 - UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
TYPE 4 CONNECTION AND MOMENT-ROTA1l0N CURVE
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FIGURE 2,1 FOUR STORY PROTOTYPE STRUCTURE - TYPICAL FRAMING PLAN, COLUMN SCHEDULE, AND STEEL DETAILS
GRAVITY LOADS (PSF)
ROOF FLOOR
30 70 TOTAL DEAD LOAD
N.A. 64 DEAD LOAD BEFORE SET
INCLUDES STRUClURAl SltEL
HINGED JOINTS
15 PSI' All AROUND PERIMETER CURTAIN WALL
LIVE LOAD BEFORE REDUCnON
21 100 FLOOR LOAD REDUCTION ON FRAIIE - :H~
NO REDUCTION APpurn TO ROa:-
W1ND DESIGN PARAMETERS: BOCA 1990
IMPORTANCE FACTOR 1=1.00, CATAGORY I
BASIC W1ND SPEED = 80 MPH
EXPOSURE CATAGORY B
W1NDWARD PRESSURE COEFFICIENT Cp = .8
LEEWARD PRESSURE COEFFICIENT Cp = -.5
RECOMMENDED DRIFT LIMITS
STORY DRIFT = .25% '" .39"
LOAD COMBINAnONS
AISC 3-1 - 1.4 D
AISC 3-2 - 1.2 D + 1.6 L + .5 Lr
AISC 3-3 - 1.2 D + 1.6 L + .8 W
AISC 3-4 - 1.2 D + .5 L + 1.3 W + .5 Lr (USED 1.0 Lr )
AISC 3-6 - .9 D + 1.3 W
D - DEAD LOAD
L - LIVE LOAD
Lr - ROOF LIVE LOAD
W - WIND LOAD
liNEAR SPRING snFFNESSES:
COMPOSITE GIRDER JOINT - l<se 585 KIP-IN/mRAD
ROOF GIRDER JOINT - K = 135 KIP-IN/mRAD
GRA VlTY LOADS ARE APPliED UNIFORMLY ON ROOF GIRDE?RS
AND AT THIRD POINTS ON COMPOSITE GIRDERS
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FIGURE 2.2 FOUR STORY PROTOTYPE DESIGN PARAMETERS
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I
COLUMN /.
//
/
GIRDER
COLUI.IN
SPRING I~'-~.,I
COlUMN
COLUMN
·~I",~·I
(0) LINEAR SPRING CONNECllON MODEL
,",
(b) RESULT OF FLEXIBLE LINK BEHAVIOR
RIGID LINK PROPERTIES
to
EIIL = 1 X 10
SPRING - K = 4EI = KL sc
ALL LINKS AND SPRINGS: L = 1"
NOTE 1
1. LINEAR SPRING CONNECTION MODEL
INDICATED IS SIMILAR TIiROUGHOUT FRAME
( C) PROTOTYPE FRAME DEFLECTED SHAPE
FIGURE 2.3 LINEAR SPRING CONNECTION MODEL
LINEAR SPRING SllFFNESSES:
COMPOSITE GIRDER JOINT - Kse 585 KIP-IN/mRAD
Roor GIRDER JOINT - K = 135 KIP-IN/mRAD
GRA VlTY LOADS ARE APPLIED UNIFORMLY ON ROOF GIRDERS
AND AT mlRD POINTS ON COMPOSITE GIRDERS
GRAVITY LOADS (PSF)
ROOF FLOOR
30 93 TOTAL DEAD LOAD 1.
N.A. 64 DEAD LOAD BEFORE SET
INCLUDES S1RUCTURAL S1TIl
HINGa) .JOINTS
15 PSF ALL AROUND PERIMEltR CURTAIN WALL
LIVE LOAD BEFORE REDUC1l0N
21 100 F1.00R LOAD REDUCTION ON FRAME a 34"
NO REDUCllON APPUED TO ROOf
1. INCLUDES 20 PSF PARllTIONS AND 3 PSF STORAGE
USED ONLY FOR CALCULA1l0N OF EQUIVALENT
LATERAL FORCES
SEISMIC ANALYSIS PARAMETERS NEHRP 1991
EQUIVALENT LATERAL FORCE PROCEDURE
EPA COEFFICIENT Ao = .2
EPV COEFFICIENT Ay = .2
SEISMIC HAZARD EXPOSURE GROUP I
SEISMIC PERFORMANCE CATAGORY C
SOIL PROFILE TYPE S3. SITE COEFFICIENT S = 1.5
RESPONSE MODIFICATION COEFFICIENT R = 4 1/2
DEFLECTION AMPLlFlCAnON FACTOR Cd = 4
TORSIONAL AMPLIFICATION FACTOR Ax = 2
FUNDAMENTAL PERIOD FROM DYNAMIC ANALYSIS = 1.214 SEC.
MAXIMUM PERMITTED FUNDAMENTAL PERIOD = 1.15 SEC.
ALLOWABLE STORY DRIFT ll.a = 2% '" 3.12"
LOAD COMBINATIONS
NEHRP 3-1 (1.1 + .5Ay)Od + 1.0Qe + (1.001 + .70s)
NEHRP 3-2 (.9 - .5Av)Qd + 1.0Qe
0d - DEAD LOAD
Qe - EQUIVALENT LATERAL FORCES
01 - LIVE LOAD
Os - SNOW LOAD
2.97"
2.07"
3.08"
1.68"
STORY DRIFT
Cd = 4----~ W14X30 - "'" W14X30 ~7.28 <D lJ) <D
7.40) N n Nx x X
N N N
~ ~ :;:
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FIGURE 2.4 FOUR STORY PROTOTYPE STRUCTURE SEISMIC ANALYSIS PARAMETERS
1. 1.
STORY DRIFT (IN.) STORY DRIFT (IN.)
----------~~
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SEMI-RIGID COMPOSITE FRAME
RIGID FRAME DESIGN METHOD
COLUMN WEIGHT = 7670 LBS.
1. AT SERVICE I'v1ND LOAD
(LOAD FACTOR = 1.0)
ATLSS PROTOTYPE FRAME
LINEAR SPRING CONNECTION MODEL DESIGN METl-lOD
COLUMN WEIGHT = 6084 LBS.
1. AT SERVICE I'v1ND LOAD
(LOAD FACTOR = 1.0)
FIGURE 2.5 COMPARISON OF RESULTS - RIGID FRAME DESIGN METHOD vs.
LINEAR SPRING CONNECTION MODEL DESIGN METHOD
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FIGURE 2.6 FOUR STORY PROTOTYPE STRUCTURE - 1ST FLOOR SUB ASSEMBLAGE
AND INTERIOR JOINT DETAIL '
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I~ TEST PROGRAM ATLSS CONNECllON
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TYPICAL SHEAR STUD LOCATlONS
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FIGURE 2.7 FOUR STORY PROTOTYPE STRUCTURE SCALED MODEL
1ST FLOOR SUBASSEMBLAGE AND INTERIOR JOINT DETAIL
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TYPICAL HINGE
(HALF-STORY INFLECnON POINT)
LOAD POINTS AND
SCAlED MODEl INFLEC1l0N
POINTS
I
\D
I-'
I
7'':'7" ---
W12X19 [:
WBX48
t::= W12X19
33" (TYP)
ELEVATION
SCALE: 1/2"=1'-0'
I I • • • Ii' • •- • I 13"
b.ft = 3'-9"
CROSS SECTION
SCALE; 1/2"=1'-0·
t I \-E)-
NOTE: 'REFER TO TABLE 2 FOR
DETERMINA11ON OF LOAD POINTS
8'-0·
FIGURE 2.8 CRUCIFORM TEST SPECIMEN - GENERAL PARAMETERS
5 3/8"
FLUTES
MORTISE
1/2" DIA SEA TING BOLT
I~
6"
I"" 1 11/16"
BEAM WEB
(TYP)
o
1" 2 5/16" 1"
4 5/16"
SIDE ELEVATION
SCALE: 3"=1 '-0"
7 1 8"
3/8" "I
--t r----'"--
3/4" SSL (TYP)
7/32" WEB PLATE
(2 TOTAL)
INTERIOR SLOPES
BACK SLOPE - 19: 1
SIDE SLOPE - 6: 1
~ FACE OF COLUMN
l~l;Ymss~r I '/ _~oo
EDGE BEVEL DETAIL
* 3/16' TOP AND BOTTOM
MORTISE
FLUTES
TENON WEB PLATES
1/2" DIA SEATING BOLT
FRONT ELEVATION
SCALE: 3"=1 '-0"
PILOT SPECIMEN 1
PILOT SPECIMEN 2
PILOT SPECIMEN 3
CRUCIFORM SPECIMEN 1
CRUCIFORM SPECIMEN 2
CRUCIFORM SPECIMEN 3
NO EDGE BEVEL
EDGE BEVEL ALL FOUR SIDES
EDGE BEVEL ALL FOUR SIDES
EDGE BEVEL ON TAPERED SIDES ONLY (INCLUDES FLUTES)
EDGE BEVEL ON TAPERED SIDES ONLY (INCLUDES FLUTES)
CRUCIFORM SPECIMEN 1 CONNECTION USED
FIGURE 2.9 ATLSS CONNECTIONS USED IN PILOT AND CRUCIFORM SPECIMENS
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3/4" DIA. STUD @ 4.5" OC
H
s
= 3.5"
2"
w = 6"
r
CRITICAL SHEAR SURFACE
Acv= 7.74 in~
FIGURE 2.10 TYPICAL CRITICAL SHEAR SURFACE
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I II I) ( TY?
ACTUATOR BEARING
PEDESTAL
CQt,iPLETE
END RE11JRN
1 1/2" X 1/4" WEB
STIFFENER EACH SIDE
1/4
PLAT[ ON SHIM BLOCK
W8X58 STUB COLUMN
SPECIMEN NO, 2 PLATE - 1/4" X 4 1/2" X 1'-8"
SHIM BLOCK - 2" X 5 1/2" X 4"
SPECIMEN NO.3 PLATE - 3/8" X 4 1/2" X 1'-8 1/2"
SHIM BLOCK - 2" X 5 1/2" X 4 1/2"
HINGE
\/4
(TYP) 3" X 1/4" WEB
SllFFENER EACH SIDE
W14X38 L SHIM
2'-9"
PLAT[ ON SHIM BLOCI<
PLAT[ - 1/4" X 4 1/2" X 2'-2 3/8"
SHIM BLOCK - 1/2" X 5 1/2" X 4 1/2"
W8X58 STUB COLUMNI~
~
I
PILOT SPECIMEN PILOT SPECIMENS 2 AND 3
SCALE: 3/4"=1'-0"
ATLSS CONNEC~ONS
SEAllNG BOLT - 1/2" DIA, 1 3/16" SHANK
WEB PLATE BOLTS - 3/4" DIA, 2" SHANK
TWO - 1/16" SHIM PLATES, "FLOAllNG"
SCALE: 3/4"=1'-0"
ATLSS CONNECTION
SEAllNG BOLT - 1/2" DIA. 1 3/16" SHANK
WEB PLATE BOLTS - 3/4" DIA, 2" SHANK
ONE - 1/16" SHIM PLAT[ TACK WELDED TO BEAM
1/4" FILLET WELD SPECIFIED ON ALL FOUR SIDES
"A"
"A" "S" "e'
PILOT spEQI,IEN 2
TOP/80TIOt.I SlOES 1/4" 1/16" 3/15"
TAPlERED SIDES 3/8" 1/8" 1/4"
PILOT SPEOI,IEN 3
ALL SIDES 5/16" 1/16" 3/16"
PLUG v.aD ACROSS UPPER SlDE ~ FDlALE SP£C1FlED
SIZE WAS Ail'PROXlllATELY '" HIGH X 2" LONG
SPECIFIED WELDS
FIGURE 3,1 PILOT SPECIMEN 1, 2 AND 3 DETAILS
"\ RIGID SUPPORJ-//~ TOP f::>LATE
\ ~ r-SHIM BLOCf<
----...:::..--,-.-is(
'" TlSS CONNECTlON W12X19
\101 = 1685 KIP liN.
BOLTS - FRAME ELEMENTS
.---,---,,<-(----,, THROUGHOUT WEB PLATES
MODEliNG ZERO SliP
Q-
Kvtot '" 1960 KIP /IN.
I
~
U1
I
PILOT SPECIMEN ELEVATION
W12X1 9
SAP90 FEA MESH
SHELL ELEMENTS:
BEAM FLANGES
BEAM WEB
ATLSS WEB PLATES
ATLSS CONNECTlON
ATLSS CONNECTION
BOUNDRY CONDITION
2. 3. 4.
SPRING Kh/inch depth Kh Kv
Kl 250 75 230
K2 450 316 300
K3 280 250 300
K4 450 324 300
K5 250 306 300
KG 250 281 300
K7 250 133 230
1. Kh AND KV IN KIPS/INCH
2. SECANT STIFFNESS OBTAINED FROM
NON-liNEAR PLAIN STRAIN F.E.A. ON
ATLSS CONNECTION. (NOT PART OF THIS WORK
3. Kh/lnch depth X CONTRIBUTING HEIGHT
OF ELEMENT.
4. APPROXIMATE VERTICAL STIFFNESS OBTAINED
THROUGH THIS EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM
FIGURE 3.2 F.E,A. MODEL OF TYPICAL PILOT SPECIMEN
LVDT6
3 1/2"
o 0
o 0
o 0
o 0
o 0
o 0
SERIES "A" STRAIN
GAGES
NORTH ELEVATION LVDT4
SCALE: 1"=1'-0"
o a~ SERIES "C" STRAIN
~ GAGES
o O~
TlLTMETER 1
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
ATLSS CONNECTION ELEVATION
SERIES "A" STRAIN
GAGES
o 0
o 0
PARTIAL SOUTH ELEVATION
LVDT1
LVDT7
___ SERIES "D"
STRAIN GAGES
SERIES 'T"
STRAIN GAGE
FRONT ELEVATION
ATLSS CONNECTION
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
LVDT8
NOTE:
SEE NEXT FIGURE FOR TRANSDUCER INDEX
FIGURE 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION OF TYPICAL PILOT SPECIMEN
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Voltage Transducers
LVDTl - ATLSS Connection tenon vertical displacement
LVDT2 - Beam top flange displacement for beam rotation
LVDT3 - Beam bottom flange displacement for beam rotation
LVDT4 - Total beam vertical displacement under actuator load point
LVDT5 - Beam end horizontal displacement
LVDT6 - Beam end to actuator bearing pedestal relative displacement for relative rotation
LVDn - ATLSS Connection mortise arm horizontal displacement perpendicular to surface
LVDT8 - ATLSS Connection tenon top horizontal displacement perpendicular to column flange
Tiltmeter 1 - Beam rotation and rotation measured by Tiltmeter 2
Tiltmeter 2 - Column stub and ATLSS Test Frame rotation
Strain Gages - For determination of:
Series "A" - Beam compressive force
Series "B" - Top plate tension force
Series "C" ATLSS Connection web plate stress
Series "D" - ATLSS Connection mortise arm stress
Series "E" - ATLSS Connection seating bolt force
(refer to Figure 3.3)
Figure 3.4 Typical Pilot Specimen Transducer Listing
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· .
FIGURE 3.5
·
·· .
·· .
CRUCIFORM SPECIMEN
FIXTURES
· .
· .
· .
· .
·
·
· .
GUIDE FRAME
TYPICAL PILOT SPECIMEN IN TEST FRAME
TEST FRAME
SCALE: t /4"=1'-0"
r: FLANGE LVDT'S
c
~
PLy
PLx t
sfE-
-L- HsAC +----1=9 ~'if----------f;t---+--j-
t
I::.AC
H (VARIES)
TYPICAL PILOT SPEC:rvIEN
~ot
Px ACTUATOR LOAD HORIZO~nAL COMPONJl01T
Py ACTUA TOR LOAD VERTICAL COMPONANT
PLx PLATE FORCE HORIZONTAL COMPONANT
PLy PLATE FORCE VERTICAL COMPONANT
Msc = (Py)(H) + (Px)(V)
MsAC Msc - (PLx)(V1)
HsAC PLx - Px
VsAC Py - PLy
NOTE: ALL SPECIMENS WERE TESTED FOR A
DOWNWARD LOAD ONLY, AS IND!CA TED
SEE NOMENCLATURE SECTION FOR DEFINITIONS
FIGURE 3.6 PILOT SPECIMEN STATIC FORCE AND DEFORMATION DIAGRfu~
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Figure 3.7 Static Force vs. Deformation Curves - Pilot Specimen 1
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Figure 3.8 Static Force ys. Defonnation Curves - Pilot Specimen 2
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Figure 3.9 Static Force vs. Deformation Curves - Pilot Specimen 3
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Figure 3.10 ATLSS Connection Vertical Reaction vs. ATLSS Connection Tenon
Vertical Displacement Curves - Pilot Specimen 1, 2 and 3
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Figure 3.11 Photographs - Typical Pilot Specimen in Test Frame Before Loading
and ATLSS Connection Under Load
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Figure 3.11 Photographs - Typical Pilot Specimen in Test Frame Before Loading
and ATLSS Connection Under Load
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·WebPia~ Fracture I'~ :..
';:)",
\
Figure 3.12 Photographs - Typical Pilot Specimen and ATLSS Connection at
Termination of Test
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Web Plate Fracture
.': .\.:~.
.'
Figure 3.12 Photographs - Typical Pilot Specimen and ATLSS Connection at
Tell11ination of Test
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I. 3 3/4"
I II I) ( TYP
-J
1 1/2" X 1/4" WEB
STIFFENER EACH SIDE(TYP)
SLAB
8EA="~
W12X19
CRUCIFORM SPECIMEN 1 AND 2
i~ /2" ON SIDES) HINGE
~ 2" X 3" X 3 3/4"
SHIM BLOCK fJ~~/
5/16 i >
CLIP GAGE
COMPOSITE CONNECTION
lG AND 2G
W8X48
2"4 SP. @ 6 1/2"
2'-9"
COMPOSITE CONNECTION
lN AND ZN
An.SS CONNECTION
(TYP)
W1ZX19
STUD SHEAR CONNECTOR
LOCATIONS
1'-2" X 1/2" X 9" BASE PLATE
TOP AND BOT
1'-0"
3"
J
".q-
I
I-'
oCO
0'\1
I -<.D
TO CENTER OF HINGE
waD PROCEDURE:
1. GRIND OUT LARGER BEVEL ON TAPERED SIDES
AND AROUND FLUTES:
2. PREHEAT COLUMN AND CONNECTION
3. COMPLETE TAPERED SIDE 'NELDS, LET COOL
4. PREHEAT COLUMN AND CONNECTION
5. COMPLETE TOP AND sonOM SIDE WELDS
3'-6 1/4"
4'-6"
ATLSS CONNECTIONS
SEATING BOLT - l/Z" DIA. 1 3/16" SHANK
WEB PLATE BOLTS, 2" SHANK
TWO - 1/16" SHIM PLATES, "FLOATING"
Co
0l
I
n
SCALE:
"C"
"A" "S" ·C"
TOP 1/4" FILlET YvELD
TAPERED SIDES 3/8" 1/4' 1/4"
SOTTOM 3/8" FILLET WUD
SPECIFIED WELDS
FIGURE 4.1 CRUCIFORM SPECIMEN 1 AND 2 DETAILS - ELEVAT10N
3" THICK
CONC. SLAB
#3 EACH STUD
#3 CONnNOUS2'-8"I: 2 EO SP _1__" _1_1"_<ooto_1..0--2_E_Q.__
STUD SHEAR CONNECTOR METAL DECK
(TACK WELDED TO BEAM)
3'-101 4"
SPECIMEN 1 AND 2 CROSS SECTION
SCALE: 1"=1' -0"
Hs = 2"
1/2" COVER
1 1/2' _I
(TYP TOP
AND SODOM)
wr = 3"
STUD SHEAR CONNECTORS:
NELSON STUD WELDING CO.
1/2" X 2 1/S" H4L
PART NO. 101-053-047
INSTALLED WITH STUD WELDING
GUN
METAL DECK:
UNITED STEEL DECK, INC.
UF1XV - 22 GAUGE
PITCH = 4 1/2"
5/S" DIA. X 2" THREADED ROD
(WELDED TO EACH STUD)
SPECIMEN 1 AND 2 DETAIL
SCALE: 2"=1'-0"
HIGH STRENGTH
NON-SHRINK GROUT
SPECIMEN 2 SLAB REINFORCEMENT DETAIL
SCALE: 2"=1'-0"
FIGURE 4.2 CRUCIFORM SPECIMEN 1 AND 2 DETAILS - CROSS SECllON
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HINGE
1 1/2" X 1/4" WEB
STIFFENER EACH SIDE
(TYP)
5/16
BEA=,~
3" X 2 1/2" X 3 3/'"
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CONNECTORS AND SHIM ~LOCKS. SEE SPECIMEN 1
FOR 111E WELD ElETAIL USED.
CRUCIFORM SPECIMEN 3
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FIGURE 4.3 CRUCIFORM SPECIMEN 3 DETAILS - ELEVATION
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I: 2 EO SP _I_
STUD SHEAR CONNECTOR
2'-S"
_\_ 2 EO. SP.
#3 CONllNOUS
#3 EACH STUD
3" THICK
CONC. SLAB
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SPECIMEN 3 DETAIL
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NELSON STUD WELDING CO.
1/Z" X 3 1/S" H4L
PART NO. 100-101-114
CUT TO 2 1/Z" AND
MANUALLY WELDED
METAL DECK:
UNITED STEEL DECK. INC.
UF1XV - 2Z GAUGE
PITCH = 4 l/Z"
. STYROFOAM ISOLAllON
AROUND ROD
END STUD DETAIL
SCALE: 2" = l' -0"
FIGURE 4.4 CRUCIFORM SPECIMEN 3 DETAILS - CROSS SECTION
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1< = 1685 KIP liN
htot
TYPICAL NODE
SLAB PLATE ELEMENT
LINE OF SYMETRY
~
-'7---".""--'-1-"-
TRANVERSE AND LONGITUDINAL REINF.
FRAME ELEMENTS (AXIAL STIFFNESS ONLY)
HEAR CONNECTOR
CASE
K "lot <= 1960 KIP liN.
,- BOLTS - FRAME ELEMENTS
~,---,LI--I TI1ROUGHOUT WEB PLATES~ @ MODELING ZERO SLIP
@@
CONNECTION BOUNDRY CONDITION "A" _ STUD SHEAR CONNECTOR
"13" - LINEAR SPRING
WITH AXIAL SllFFNESS Ks
STUD SHEAR CONNECTOR MODEL
ATLSS
L E = .01 KSI FOR NEGAnVE
BENDING LOAD CASE
REPRESENTING REBAR BLOCKOUTS FOR
CLIP GAGES. SEE INSTRUMENTAllON FIGURES
\
COLUMN SPRINGS FOR
POSIllVE LOAD CASE.
FREE FOR NEGAllVE LOAD
K1 = 15700 KIPS/IN
K2 <= 2800 KIPS/l~
'"
I
K2 •
K3~
"-
/
"-
"-
"
I
SEE PilOT SPECIMEN MODEL
FOR INDIVIDUAL SPRING
CONSTANTS
"V£RTICAL" ReHER
TWICAL AROUND su.
?ERIMETfR
LINE OF SYME1Rr
SLAB PLAN~
_-N.t.'~0' SW
\.\\'\t.
SHELL ELEMENTS:
BEAM FLANGES
BEAM WEB I LINE OF SYMETR
ATLSS WEB PLATES
CONCRETE SLAB
SAP90 FEA MESH
CRUCIFORM ELEVATION
I
f-'
f-'
o
I
FIGURE 4.5 F.E.A. MODEL OF TYPICAL CRUCIFORM SPECIMEN
Stud Shear Connector Load-Slip CUNe
o. ------.---.----.----.--------.--.-.------------------------------~--~--~--~--~-~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~---._--._------ ..--._-----. __ ._-
o.
O.
o.
:J8o.
o.
o.
o.
o 0.01
TEST 1AND 2: Ks. 845 kipslinch
TEST 3: Ks. 1215 kipslinch
TEST 3: (positive) Ks. 2750 kipslinch
0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.08 0,09
Slip On.)
The above curve is plotted from an empirical formula determined in the research work
of Reference [7] on continuously loaded pushout test specimens:
Figure 4.6 Empirical Load - Slip Curve for Shear Studs
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CRITlCAL SHEAR SURFACE - SP. 2
CRITlCAL SHEAR SURFACE - SP. 1
REINFORCING BEYOND
SPECIMEN 1 AND 2
SCALE: 2"=1'-0"
CRITlCAL SHEAR SURFACE
REINFORCING BEYOND
SPECIMEN 3
SCALE: 2"=1'-0"
FIGURE 4.7 CRill CAL SHEAR SURFACES OF CRUCIFORM SPECIMENS
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STR AIN GAGES
SECllON 0)
NTS 1
Lvon
LVOTIO
~ TILlMElt:R 1
SERIES "D"
S1R,\IN GAGES
SERIES T'
STRAIN GAGE
LVDT11
I
I--'
I--'
LV
I
o rnlM POT 1 o llRlM POT 2
NORTH ELEVATION
SCAlE: 3/04-"=1 '-0"
NOTE: SEE NEXT ~GURE FOR SLAB
INSTRUMENTATION AND FOLLOWING
FOR TRANSDUCER INDEX
FIGURE 4.8 INSTRUMENTATION OF TYPICAL CRUCIFORM SPECIMEN
CONCRETE SLAB PLAN
~ TYPICAL CONCRETE
BLOCK OUT FOR CLIP
AND STRAIN GAGES
1/4-28 BRASS ROD (T'IP)
3/8" I I-
o
::::
l')
N3/8"
~
t
STEEl BANDING ARMS
(TWO PER aJP GAGE)
A~j":-E 1" f
3/8" ARM PLAlt:
(ONE PER CUP GAGE)T I. 2" Ic::::lI
....
....
~~! J6'
"\
TYPICAL REINFORCING CLIP GAGE
I
.....
.....
oJ::>
I
CONCRETE BLOCK OUT
NTS
~OLYETHELENE BONDBREAK#3 BAR (TYP)
-i I 1...
REINFORCING CLIP GAGE
AND STRAIN GAGE LOCATIONS
SCALE: 3/4" = 1'-0"
NOTES:
1. REINF. STRAIN GAGES INSTAI.1.ED AFlER
CONCRETE WAS CURED
2. ClIP GAGES ARE SET IN GAGE PaNTS
PUNCHED ON REBAR AND TIPS ARE EPOXYED.
GAGE LENGlliS ARE SET AT 2 1/16" EACH.
3. SEE PRE\1OUS FlGURE FOR
ADDITIONAl. SPECIIlE,N INSlRUllENTATION
FIGURE 4.9 TOP SLAB INSTRUMENTATION
Voltage Transducers
LVDTl and 3 - Beam top flange displacement for beam rotation
LVDT2 and 4 - Beam bottom flange displacement for beam rotation
LVDT5 and 8 - ATLSS Connection tenon vertical displacement
LVDT6 and 9 - ATLSS Connection tenon top horizontal displacement perpendicular to column flange
LVDTI and 10 -
LVDTlI and 12 -
Tiltmeter 1 and 2 -
Trim Pot 1 and 2 -
ATLSS Connection mortise arm horizontal displacement perpendicular to original
surface
Slab to beam relative displacement
Beam end rotation
Total beam vertical displacement under actuator load point
Clip Gages - Reinforcing bar elongation for axial force determination
Strain Gages - For determination of:
Series "D" - ATLSS Connection mortise arm stress
Series "E" - ATLSS Connection seating bolt force
Series "F" - Reinforcing bar axial force
Series "G" - Beam neutral axis
(refer to Figures 4.8 and 4.9)
Figure 4.10 Typical Crucifonn Specimen Transducer Listing
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FIGURE 4.11 TYPICAL CRUCIFORM SPECIMEN IN TEST FRAME
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Figure 4.13 Static Force vs. Deformation Curves
Composite Connection 1G
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Figure 4.15 Static Force vs. Deformation Curves
Composite Connection 30
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Figure 4.16 ATLSS Connection Vertical Reaction vs. ATT......SS Connection Tenon
Vertical Displacement Curves - Composite Connection 10, 20 and 30
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Figure 4.17 Reinforcing Bars Axial Force vs. Slab Relative End Displacement (Slip)
Curves - Composite Connection 1G, 2G and 3G
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Figure 4.26 Composite Connection Moment ys. Beam Rotation Curves
Composite Connection 20 and 2N
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Composite Connection 30 and 3N
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Figure 4.28 Composite Connection Moment vs. Beam Rotation Curves
University of Minnesota Joint Types 1 thru 4 and Cruciform Specimen 1
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Figure 4.29 Composite Connection Moment vs. Beam Rotation Curves
University of Minnesota Joint Types 1 thru 4 and Cruciform Specimen 2
(Average Response of Connection 2G and 2N)
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Figure 4.30 Composite Connection Moment vs. Beam Rotation Curves
University of Minnesota Joint Types 1 thru 4 and Cruciform Specimen 3
(Average Response of Connection 3G and 3N)
Figure 4.31 Photographs - Typical CIUciform Specimen in Test Frame
and Near Ultimate Load
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Figure 4.32 Photographs - Typical Cruciform Specimen Top Slab Crack Pattern
and Typical Clip Gage
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Figure 4.33 Photographs - Specimen 1 - Combined Stress Failure at Slab End
Specimen 3 - Tenon Web Plate Fracture
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NOMENCLATURE
Ac Area of concrete flange using actual slab thickness, te, (in2)
Ar:v The mean cross sectional area, per inch length of the beam, of the concrete shear
surface under consideration. (in2/in)
~ Total area of longitudinal reinforcing used in composite connection (in2)
A.c Cross sectional area of a stud shear connector (in2)
A.v The cross sectional area, per inch length of the beam of the combined top and bottom
reinforcement crossing the critical shear surface (in2/in)
~W Transformed area of a composite beam weighted as a percentage of the negative (no
concrete considered) and positive bending (full concrete!beff considered) regions along
the span. Weighting factors are .6 for positive moment regions and .4 for negative
moment regions along the span (in2)
beff Effective flange width of composite section (in2)
d Vertical distance between centroids of the longimdinal reinforcing bars and the ATLSS
web plates
Ec Modulus of elasticity of concrete (ksi)
Es Modulus of elasticity of steel (ksi)
fc Average compressive strength of concrete established from standard cylinder test -
Experimental (psi)
f' c Specified compressive strength of concrete (psi)
Fy Yield stress of the type of steel used (includes reinforcing) (ksi)
Fyr Specified minimum yield stress of reinforcing, ie.. for grade 60 Fyr = 60 ksi (ksi)
Fu Tensile strength of the type of steel used (ksi)
Hs Length of stud shear connector after welding (in)
HsAC ATLSS Connection Horizontal Reaction at face of column support - Experimental
(kips)
l\. Nominal rib height (in.)
IB Moment of inertia of the non-composite beam (in.4)
~ft Effective moment of inertia for a partially composite beam in positive bending (in4)
IL Point of zero concrete flexural stress on left end of span caused by only those loads
acting on the composite section, after concrete has set.
IR Point of zero concrete flexural stress on right end of span caused by only those loads
acting on the composite section, after concrete has set.
I1b.+ Lower bound moment of inertia in a partially composite beam in positive bending (in4)
lIb." Lower bound moment of inertia in partially composite beam in negative bending (in4)
Ilb.W Lower bound moment of inertia in a partially composite beam weighted as a
percentage of lIb." and I1b.+ along the span. Weighting factors are .6 for positive
moment reqions and .4 for negative moment regions along the span (in4)
KAc Composite Connection Stiffness - Finite Element Analysis (kip-in/mRad)
~ Effective linear spring stiffness modeling shear stud slip used in finite element model,
(kipsfmch)
~c Effective Composite Connection Stiffness for design (kip-in/mRad)
~cT Composite Connection Initial Stiffness (Tangent Stiffness) - Experimental (kip-
in/mRad)
~cS Composite Connection Secant Stiffness - Experimental (kip-in/mRad)
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NOMENCLATURE (continued)
L.c. Factored Load Combination
~- Nominal flexural strength of composite section in negative bending (kip-in)
~+ Nominal flexural strength of composite section in positive bending (kip-in)
~c- Nominal flexural strength of composite connection in negative bending Mnc- = d ~ Fy,
(or Fyr whichever is applicable) (kip-in)
~ Plastic bending moment of the non-composite beam (kip-in)
~AC Plastic bending moment of the ATLSS Connection web plates, based on web plate
gross area (kip-in)
~AC ATLSS Connection Moment at face of column support - Experimental (kip-in)
~ACY ATLSS Connection Moment at ~cy - Experimental (kip-in)
~ACu ATLSS Connection Moment at ~cu - Experimental (kip-in)
~c Composite Connection Moment, total applied moment at face of column support -
Experimental (kip-in)
~cy Yield Composite Connection Moment at face of column support - Experimental (kip-
in)
~cu Ultimate Composite Connection Moment at face of column support - Experimental
(kip-in)
Mu+ Required flexural strength of the composite section resulting from all factored loads,
before and after concrete set. (kip-in)
Muc,L Required flexural strength of the composite connection on the left end of span as a
result of only those factored loads acting on the composite section, after concrete set,
except as noted under AISC L.C. 3-1. (kip-in)
Muc,R Required flexural strength of the composite connection on the right end of span as a
result of only those factored loads acting on the composite section, after concrete set,
except as noted under AISC L.C. 3-1. (kip-in)
mRAd milli-Radian (1/1000 of a Radian)
n Number of stud shear connectors considered fully effective resisting a specific load
condition (each)
n1 Number of stud shear connectors per group (each)
P Actuator load, (kips)
Pr Total longitudinal reinforcing bar axial force produced by negative moments -
Experimental (kips)
Pry Total longitudinal reinforcing bar axial force at yield produced by negative moments
or, using Fy or Fyr of the reinforcing, whichever is applicable (produced by negative
moment ~cy in experiment) (kips)
PaD Total longitudinal reinforcing bar axial force produced by negative moments at ec =
20 mRad (kips)
Pru Total longitudinal reinforcing bar axial force produced by negative moment Mscu -
Experimental (kips)
Pu Factored concentrated beam load acting on the composite section, after concrete set,
except as noted under AISC L.C. 3-1. (kips)
Qn Nominal strength of one stud shear connector (kips)
I.~ Nominal strength of all effective stud shear connectors resisting a specific load
condition (kips)
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NOMENCLATURE (continued)
I\ Maximum strength factor of composite connection, (~culMscy) - Experimental
I\AC Maximum strength factor of ATLSS Connection, (~AC;MpAC) - Experimental
s Longitudinal spacing of stud shear connector groups (in.)
SF Scale Factor
YENA
YENA1b.-
YEN~r/
Shear friction resistance of concrete per unit length of the beam (kips/inch)
Shear friction resistance of concrete per stud shear connector (kips)
ATLSS Connection Vertical Reaction at face of column support - Experimental (kips)
Required shear strength of ATLSS Connection on left end of span resulting from all
factored loads, before and after concrete set (kips)
Required shear strength of ATLSS Connection on right end of span resulting from all
factored loads, before and after concrete set (kips)
wr average width of concrete rib (in)
YENA+ Elastic neutral axis of beam due to positive bending measured from bottom of
beam - Experimental (in)
Elastic neutral axis of beam due to negative bending measured from bottom of
beam - Experimental (in)
Elastic neutral axis used in calculation of I.ef/' measured from bottom of beam
(in)
Elastic neutral axis used in calculation of Ilb.+, measured from bottom of beam
(in)
Elastic neutral axis used in calculation of Ilb.-, measured from bottom of beam
(in)
Beam Rotation - Experimental (mRad)
Beam Rotation at ~cy - Experimental (mRad)
Beam Rotation at ~cu - Experimental (mRad)
Rotational ductility factor (8cu/8cy) - Experimental
Coefficient used in horizontal shear resistance calculations, =1.0 for normal-weight
concrete and 0.8 for lightweight concrete
Average story drift (in)
Total beam vertical displacement under actuator load point - Experimental (in)
ATLSS Connection Tenon Vertical Displacement - Experimental (in)
vr
vrQn
V sAC
VUC,L
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